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I grant you that […] you will never be able 
to make one [machine] to

[…] be kind, resourceful, beautiful, 
friendly, have initiative, 

have a sense of humor, tell right from 
wrong, make mistakes,

 fall in love, enjoy strawberries and 
cream, make someone fall in love with it, 

learn from experience, use words 
properly, be the subject of its own 

thought, 
have as much diversity of behavior as a 

man, do something really new.

Alan Turing, 1950.
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PREFACE
Assessment of the readiness of the judiciary to incorporate AI: general 
introduction to national cases
Authors: Carolina Aguerre and Gonzalo Bustos Frati

The development of Artificial Intelligence (AI), par-
ticularly in its forms related to machine learning, 
has become one of the most relevant challenges 
facing contemporary societies. Its impact in di-
fferent sectors is being evaluated in a context of 
skepticism, dystopia and optimistic narratives, 
which may even distort the possibilities and limi-
tations of this technology.

In the judicial sphere, these advances in AI in di-
fferent fields of activity have promoted in recent 
years an incipient, although growing, discussion. 
This sector has some characteristics that make 
it particularly attractive for the application of AI. 
In particular, the large volume of information and 
data generated in the administration of justice 
makes it a relevant space to implement AI techni-
ques that allow systematizing, inferring, genera-
ting patterns and predictions in less time and with 
greater resource efficiency. The use of AI in this 
sector can influence the internal organization of 
these systems, as well as the delivery of justice for 
citizens of these countries, making it more affor-
dable, accessible, transparent and agile. It could 
contribute to improving accountability, efficiency 
and reducing the workload.

At the same time, the introduction and implemen-
tation of AI and its advanced machine learning-ba-
sed expressions pose broad challenges to judicial 
systems in any jurisdiction. To begin with, there 
are risks associated with the misuse of these sys-
tems based on both ignorance of their operation 
and irresponsibility of decision-makers, while there 
are inherent problems in the design and operation 
of these systems revolving around accountability, 
fairness, access, transparency and interpretability, 
many of which have been considered in practice 
and in recent literature as ethical problems. These 
issues transcend the use of AI systems in judicial 
settings and are more general to their application 
in different sectors. However, the criticality of a ju-
dicial system in democratic systems and for the full 
exercise of human rights merits even more careful 
consideration of the inclusion factor of AI systems 
in justice.

In turn, there are distinctive features of the functio-
ning of judiciaries, their normative and cultural en-
vironments that must be understood in the context 
of an increasingly generalized discourse regarding 
the inclusion of machine learning techniques in the 
different judicial systems in Latin America. First, 
and at the most basic level, technology is helping 
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to inform, support and advise those involved in the 
justice system in the form of assistive technology. 
“substitution technologies”. Lastly, at a third le-
vel, technology may change the way judges work 
and provide very different forms of justice, acting 
here as a disruptive technology, especially when 
processes change significantly and the predictive 
analysis may reshape the allocation function. As 
Tania Sourdin points out, it is at the second and 
third level where the main questions,  related to 
the impact of technology on judges’ roles and 
functions,  regarding the allocation function, arise 
(Sourdin, 2018).

However, there is no single approach to AI as a tool 
for providing a solution(s) to the challenges facing 
the judiciary in different countries in the region, nor 
is there evidence of any problematization of its use 
in this sector, and there is no universal judicial mo-
del. At the same time, there is a marked shortage 
of analytical tools dedicated to analyzing artificial 
intelligence capabilities in state agencies, and a 
complete lack of analytical tools designed to in-
vestigate institutional preferences on the subject.

Given the current context of uncertainty, skepti-
cism, magnified expectations and economic in-
terests of suppliers and flourishing industry, this 
study aims to fill the knowledge gap related to the 
impact of AI and its significance in the judicial ex-
perience in Latin America. It aims to understand 
the direction of discussion and the practices, poli-
cies and norms, many of them incipient, surroun-
ding the implementation of AI systems in judicia-
ries in the region. It seeks both to complement 
international discussions and to fill existing gaps 
in the region with empirical evidence on the state 

of the art of AI systems in judicial systems, con-
templating the political, institutional and adoption 
design.

To do this, we start from an original exploratory 
analytical framework, designed to analyze the 
degree of preparation of the judicial branches of 
five countries to incorporate AI. Consisting of more 
than 50 indicators, the framework makes it pos-
sible to map the national approach to this issue 
by considering the international macro level and 
the national ecosystem; the meso level, adjusted 
to the dynamics of the judicial apparatus as orga-
nizations; and the micro-level, which is linked to 
specific actors and institutional entrepreneurs in 
this area. Six dimensions are considered that take 
into account international benchmarks; the regu-
lations and strategy related to AI; the governance 
of judicial modernization processes; the diagnosis 
and capacities for the adoption of AI; the existing 
conditions for the deployment of AI in the judicial 
sphere; and the sense of opportunity that AI entai-
ls for the judicial sector in each country.

The framework was applied in five Latin American 
countries, based on a situated analysis conducted 
by researchers from various research centers: Ar-
gentina (Centro de Estudios en Tecnología y So-
ciedad-UDESA), Chile (Pontificia Universidad Ca-
tólica de Chile), Colombia (Universidad Externado), 
Mexico (CIDE) and Uruguay (Universidad Católica 
del Uruguay Dámaso Antonio Larrañaga).

It should be noted, however, that this project has 
been far from proposing a comparative study. On 
the contrary, the emphasis was on analyzing each 
case on the basis of its institutional and socio-his-
torical singularities. Nevertheless, starting 
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from the same analytical framework allowed us to 
identify some aspects in common and certain con-
trasts that are worth mentioning in order to map 
the state of the discussion, of the preparation in 
terms of ideas and imaginaries, prejudices, poli-
cies and legal regulations in this area.

The first thing to note is that in all cases there is a 
sort of two-speed process of digital transforma-
tion of public agencies, where the dynamism that 
is registered at the governmental level is not veri-
fied in the judiciary. This is due to various factors 
that each national report addresses in different 
ways, but in general, they coincide in pointing to 
the opacity of judicial practice, less citizen control 
and resistance to change on the part of magistra-
tes. 

As for evidence of existing initiatives on the use of 
AI, this is only found in the cases of Argentina and 
Colombia. In the case of Argentina, these are ini-
tiatives promoted by judicial bodies at the subna-
tional level, while in Colombia, initiatives are iden-
tified in top-level bodies at the national level. A key 
similarity, however, is the fact that the initiatives 
in both countries have been made possible by the 
convergence or alliance between various actors. 
In other words, multisectoral alliances appear as 
a vector that favors the digital transformation of 
justice based on the use of AI. This has translated 
into initiatives for the effective use of AI in both 
Argentina and Colombia, but it can also be verified 
that the two most interesting initiatives regarding 
the potential use of AI in the Chilean and Urugua-
yan justice systems are related to agreements 
with universities. 

Also in institutional terms, which must necessarily 
be manifested in the governance of AI in the judi-

cial sphere, it should be noted that the two coun-
tries with federal regimes (Mexico and Argentina) 
present a unique complexity, given the co-exis-
tence of local and federal courts. However, while 
the Mexican report focuses on the federal level, 
the Argentine study is obliged to investigate the 
subnational dynamics, since it is that level where 
the greatest dynamism in this area is registered. In 
the other three countries we find unitary regimes, 
which favor the homogenization of standards and 
processes, although, of course, this does not imply 
a preference in favor of incorporating AI.

On the other hand, none of the countries analyzed 
has specific regulations on AI or national strate-
gies on AI for the judicial field. The most genera-
lized practice is the existence of national digital 
strategies, although restricted to the governmen-
tal sphere (they can be found in the five countries 
analyzed). The only country that incorporated a 
specific digital strategy for the judicial field it’s Co-
lombia, in 2020, based on the challenges genera-
ted by the pandemic. However, although there are 
documents in the form of national strategies on 
AI in Argentina, Mexico and Colombia, none spe-
cifically addresses aspects related to the judicial 
sphere.

Another common point in some papers is the idea 
that the use of AI in the judicial field is an opportu-
nity (and not just a risk) because of the expectation 
that the automation of some tasks and areas (other 
than those where AI is not applicable) could allow 
to direct human talent to the critical points of the 
judicial system. Likewise, there is some consensus 
that more complex tasks, such as those involving 
the interpretation of a context or the approach to a 
case for which there is no clear regulation, should 
not be automated. Finally, there is agreement that 
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the responsibility for the decision must always rest 
with human beings, and therefore, the studies su-
ggest that magistrates will see their roles trans-
formed, but not replaced.

At the same time, a key similarity is that all the re-
ports recognize in the COVID-19 pandemic a con-
textual opportunity, since it has generated a sense 
of urgency among policy makers. Indeed, although 
different trajectories are perceived, all the reports 
agree that the processes of judicial digitization 
have accelerated since the emergence of the pan-
demic. 

By way of conclusion, it is relevant to point out 
that it is in those areas where work is carried out 
in dialogue with other sectors and actors where 
the most relevant advances in the discussion are 
found, as well as the objectives and purposes on 
the implementation of this technology in the ju-
dicial sphere. In other words, more relevant than 
the level of digitization achieved by a country, or 
State, is the capacity to integrate levels of discus-
sion that contemplate the macro, meso and micro 
levels as a fundamental characteristic to articulate 
the objectives of this “automation”, as well as the 
various associated perspectives.

The judiciary has to approach the inclusion of ad-
vanced AI technologies within its systems by con-
sidering and integrating the broader narratives 
that are taking place around the use of AI in other 
sectors, in other regions and with other actors. The 
values it must protect are essential safeguards for 
democratic societies. We hope that this task, com-
plex as it is, will become at least a little easier and 
at the same time more urgent from the experience 
of this research.

This is a summarized version of the 
document “AI, Justice and Digi-
tal Transformation Policies in 
the Latin American Public Do-
main” that can be found at https://
cetys.lat/en/readiness-of-the-ju-
dicial-sector-for-artificial-in-
telligence-in-latin-america/
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I N T R O -
D U C I Ó N The creation of Artificial Intelligence may 

be considered a product of science, but 
its implementation to optimize or improve 
certain processes within a given community 
is, without a doubt, part of a careful histori-
cal process that unfolds under certain cons-
titutional, legal, social, economic and cultural 
circumstances. 

In Colombia, significant progress has been made in terms of public policies to ad-
just the legal order to the new reality resulting from the advancement of science and 
technology. Along this line, the legislative branch considers a series of measures to 
modernize the institutional infrastructure of the State and the openness to adopt sta-
te-of-the-art technologies in justice. However, the adoption of Artificial Intelligence in 
the Colombian justice is a transition process that is still in an early stage. 

In any case, it is relevant to explain the path taken by Colombia in terms of digital 
transformation, which has positioned it in the regional reference indices as one of the 
countries that has made the greatest progress to get ready for Artificial Intelligence. 
This text is a guide to establish an analytical and exploratory framework for the adop-
tion of Artificial Intelligence in the Colombian jurisdictional system from the idea that 
this emerging technology does not operate in a vacuum but it must be integrated to 
the whole legal order to face the challenges entailed by its design and implementation. 

The present exploratory framework is structured from six conceptual axis or sections, 
which were agreed upon by all the participants of the project. The first section will 
refer to the general mapping of public policy; there we can learn in detail how tech-
nology has had a greater impact on the Colombian legal order due to the principles of 
the administrative activity of the State, electronic commerce and the essentials of the 
right to the protection of personal data. Additionally, the recognition of the principle of 
functional equivalence is highlighted as the cornerstone around which the entire legal 
regime governing data and its interchange revolves.

The second section is set off to analyze the Artificial Intelligence phenomenon and 
the different conceptions it has sparked in the legislative and regulatory fields by the 
executive branch, where we can see a marked regulatory element that promotes legal 
certainty. Likewise, we will examine documents investigating a kind of ethical imple-
mentation of Artificial Intelligence, as well as the proposal for a regulatory sandbox for 
privacy aspects in these algorithmic contexts. 

INTRO
DUC 

TION
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Once the public policy has been explained, in the third section we will address 
the institutionalism and the progress in justice modernization, where we highlight 
the functions of the Higher Judiciary Council for the adoption of technology in the 
jurisdictional system and the Ministry of Information and Communication Techno-
logies, as leader of the digital government strategy. 

In the fourth section, we will explain the current and future state of justice in Co-
lombia, which faces a transition from the traditional procedures to the use of in-
formation technologies. We summarize the ups and downs regarding the Digital 
Justice Plan and the challenges that justice has had to face since the announce-
ment of the Health Emergency Status, with an attempt to ponder them through the 
design of a Digital Transformation Strategic Plan of the judicial branch. 

Moreover, some practical cases about the use of Artificial Intelligence in the Co-
lombian justice are presented. Among them, the implementation of Prometea and 
Pretoria in the Constitutional Court is being explored, as well as Siarelis in jurisdic-
tional functions of the Superintendence of Corporations, and the “Fiscal Watson” 
(Watson Prosecutor) in the Attorney General’s Office. 

In the fifth section, we will make a detailed account of the regulatory, technical and 
financial conditions for the design, development and implementation of Artificial 
Intelligence systems in the judicial branch.  

Finally, in the sixth section, we will analyze the different variables that may affect 
the design and implementation of the Artificial Intelligence strategy in the judicial 
branch. In this analysis, we describe the nature of the tasks that may be improved 
by means of an AI system, as well as the legal and technical challenges to consi-
der. 

Nothing proposed here should be understood as an intention to replace our judges 
with prediction machines, because justice is human and it should remain so. The 
proposal seeks to optimize the judicial reasoning, understanding “optimize” with 
regard to what Ken Goldberg calls “multiplicity”, which tries to enhance or increase 
human intelligence, both at an individual and a collective level, in order to promote 
creativity, diversify thinking and strengthen efficiency when performing repetitive 
and mechanical tasks that take up a long time (Goldberg and Kumar, 2018).
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1. General mapping of the 
case according to reference 
indices

• Colombia is a constitutional state, organized as a unitary republic, de-
centralized and with autonomous territorial entities. 

• Colombia has a solid legal framework in terms of digital transformation 
and ownership of information and communication technologies. In fact, 
the National Development Plans have envisioned the digital transfor-
mation of public entities and the collaboration of government institu-
tions with the judicial branch to enhance the efficiency and effective-
ness of the judicial management, ensure the decongestion and reach 
up-to-date justice for citizens. 

• The codes governing judicial procedures in Colombia comprise the le-
gal mandates that favor the implementation and use of information 
and communication technologies in the management and processing 
of judicial processes in order to enable and streamline access to justice. 
According to this, the principle of functional equivalence is seen as an 
integrating figure for the use of data messages. 

Summary

Key words
• Digital transformation

• Judicial management

• Digital government

• Legal framework

• Technology products and services

• Digitalization
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• The National Government regulated the document management with 
innovation, by providing legal certainty for any type of information pro-
duced or received by public entities, their agencies and public servants 
regardless of the record media and support (analogous or digital). In this 
measure, the electronic information includes essential elements such as 
authenticity, integrity, inalterability, reliability, availability and preserva-
tion.

• The country embraced the corporate architecture model to give bigger 
dimensions to the implementation of information technologies in public 
entities, and that is linked up with the recommendations of the Organi-
zation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).In the refe-
rence indices, Colombia has been going up in the rankings thanks to its 
efforts to implement the Digital Government Policy and the legal certain-
ty given by the legal order

This section seeks to place the Colombian case 
in the universe, especially its trajectory in terms 
of information development, digitalization of pu-
blic services and openness in the management 
of public data. As AI depends on data (regarding 
its management, quality, quantity and governan-
ce frameworks), this topic acts as an introductory 
approach. We will consider several approaches 
to the status of digitalization and/or automation 
processes of public services, and to the degree of 
openness in data governance by the public ad-
ministration, for example, e-government (citizen 
interaction), open government (oriented towards 
transparency, accountability and collaboration), 
intelligent government (interconnected ecosys-
tems), among others. In this case, the relationship 
between personal data and the AI strategy is ex-
cluded, since it will be dealt with in other sections.

The phenomenon of digital transformation has 
taken a leading role in the Colombian judicial or-
der, which is reflected in the Political Constitution, 
the legislation passed by the Congress of the Re-
public, the National Development Plans and the 
different instruments for public policies planning 
and the legislation on this subject by the National 
Government. For this reason, this first part aims at 
presenting the informational development, the di-
gitalization of citizens’ services and the openness 
initiatives in terms of public data management, 
progress which renders Colombia an example for 
innovation and readiness for the adoption of Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI) in the international references 
indices. 

From a general perspective, information and com-
munication technologies (ICT) have a legal en-
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trenchment founded mainly by the administrative 
function established in Article 209 of the Political 
Constitution2. It is thought that technology means 
intend to “fulfill the principles of equity, economy, 
promptness, neutrality, publicity, morality and effi-
cacy in the administrative function”3.

In this sense, in Article 94 of the Statutory Act for 
the Administration of Justice 270, of 1996, the 
unmistakable intention of the law-making body 
to promote the incorporation of “state-of-the-
art- technology to serve” justice can be identified. 
The intention was to have a positive impact on 
the practice of evidence, formation, preservation 
and reproduction of files, and the communication 
among offices, as well as ensuring the reasonable 
operation of information systems4. 

Likewise, the digital transformation component is 
coordinated in Act 790, of 2002, through which 
the Online Government strategy was defined as 
the promotion for the incorporation of technologies 
and procedures that boosted institutional and ad-
ministrative changes5. Thus, the State developed 
information portals, mechanisms for citizens’ par-
ticipation and electronic support for public procu-
rement. Later, thanks to Act 962, of 2005, techno-

2/   National Constituent Assembly (1991). Political Constitution of 
1991. Article 209.

3/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2005). Act 962. Act for 
administrative processing and procedures of the agencies and enti-
ties of the State that provide public services. Article 6.

4/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (1996). Statutory Act 270. 
Article 94.

5/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2002). Act 790. By 
means of this, provisions are issued to bring forward the program 
to renew the public administration, and extraordinary powers are 
granted to the President of the Republic. Article 14.

logy means were implemented, in greater detail, 
to deal with processing and procedures associa-
ted with agencies and entities, in such a way that, 
from that moment onwards, it has been possible 
to submit requests, complaints, claims or appeals 
through any technology or electronic means6. 

After that, the law-making body issued Act 527, 
of 1999, in which it introduced the principle of 
functional equivalence as the cornerstone on 
which the whole justice regime revolves, a regime 
that rules data messages and their exchange. The 
Constitutional Court of Colombia declared this act 
enforceable and pointed out expressly that “[…] 
the provisions about data messages access and 
use are not exclusive for the private commerce 
realm, but are also applicable in other scenarios, 
typical of the public administration”7.

The aforementioned strategy for the digital trans-
formation of the State imposed the need to defi-
ne policies and standards through the Handbook 
for the Implementation of the Online Government 
Strategy. The limit of a mandatory handbook im-
plicitly assigned the need of interoperability to 
electronic systems, and it was also necessary to 
conform to the goals and guidelines established 
by each entity8. From that moment onwards, pu-
blic entities have had a unique virtual window to 
manage online processing and services9.

6/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2005). Act 962. Act for 
administrative processing and procedures of the agencies and 
entities of the State that provide public services. Article 6.

7/   Constitutional Court of Colombia (2008). Sentence C 259 of 
2008. Reporting Judge: Jaime Córdoba Triviño.

8/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2005). Act 962. Act for 
administrative processing and procedures of the agencies and 
entities of the State that provide public services. Articles 7 and 8.

9/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2008). Decree 1,151. 
It established the general guidelines of the Online Government 
Strategy of the Republic of Colombia; Act 962 of 2005 is partially 
enacted and other provisions are issued as well. Article 4.
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Additionally, the law-making body created in-
centives to promote the use of open public data 
by third parties in order to create new added-va-
lue services. This element was strengthened by 
the principle of transparency and access to pu-
blic information as a cross-cutting issue for the 
administrative function, in such a way that, since 
then, open data have been seen as those that are 
found in a standard format and are interoperable 
to be used or reused by other entities, or through 
the free, unrestricted access by any citizen10. 

On the other hand, the enactment of Act 1,341, of 
2009, established the general framework to for-
mulate public policies in the field of information 
and communication technologies, dependent on 
the principles or technology neutrality, the right 
to basic ICT services, the widespread use of on-
line government, the promotion of contents of 
public interest and the deployment of infrastruc-
ture11. Establishing a regulation that converges 
with the sector allowed for the strengthening of 
the institutional component and the definition of 
the competencies inherent to the Ministry of In-
formation and Communication Technologies, the 
Commission for Communication Regulation, the 
National Agency of Spectrum and the High Pre-
sidential Council for Economic Affairs and Digital 
Transformation 12.

10/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2014). Act 1,712. It 
creates the Transparency and Right to Access to National Public 
Informations Act, and provisions are issued. Article 6.

11/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2009). Act 1,341. 
Information and Communication Technologies Act. Article 2.

12/   Idem. Section III.

Later on, the National Development Plan 2010-
2014 foresaw the importance of the National Go-
vernment’s support for the judicial branch in the 
interest of boosting management efficiency and 
efficacy, ensuring decongestion and reaching up-
to-date justice for all citizens, where the adequacy 
of technology means, infrastructure and staff have 
the potential to improve process handling, help desk 
and access13. This strategy was materialized by the 
law-making body through the expedition of the Ad-
ministrative and Contentious-Administrative Proce-
dure Code (Act 1,437, from 2011), which repeated 
the purpose to bring the State closer to citizens of 
the national territory by introducing a new procedu-
ral system with the infrastructure provision required 
to use recording systems, video equipment, compu-
ters and other physical and technology resources14. 
Likewise, the use of electronic means for adminis-
trative communications was authorized, and the 
possibility to carry out electronic actions and notices 
was anticipated15.

A later reform, Act 2,080, of 2021, added the use of 
digital channels to this regulation when required by 
the process, processing or procedure, so that peo-
ple and public entities have to use electronic means 
in the terms pointed out by the Ministry of Informa-
tion and Communication Technologies on behalf of 

13/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2011). Act 1,450. National 
Development Plan 2010-2014. Article 197.

14/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2011). Act 1,437. Admin-
istrative and Contentious-Administrative  Procedure Code. Article 
305.

15/   Idem. Articles 56 and 57.
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the National Government16. At the same time, the 
electronic office, and the electronic office shared 
as Unique Portal of the Colombian State were au-
thorized to access the available content, proce-
dures, services and processing17. Afterwards, the 
General Process Code was issued (Act 1,564, of 
2012) as a necessary reform for the procedural 
activity in civil, commercial, family and agricultural 
matters18, whose directives highlight the princi-
ples of access to justice, the execution of oral and 
hearing processes, equality, concentration and 
immediacy, legality, the momentum of processes 
and instances, and gratuity19. 

Likewise, Article 103 of the same Code introdu-
ced a genera legal mandate about the use of in-
formation and communication technologies in the 
management and processing of legal processes 
in order to enable and streamline the access to 
justice. That norm refers expressly to the provi-
sions of Act 527, of 1999, the superseding or mo-
difying norms and their regulations20, where the 
widespread use of the Online Government strate-
gy is included as an integrating figure for the use 
of data messages. 

Regarding the digitalization of legal processes, 
the National Government issued Decree 2,609 in 
2012, which intended to synchronize the docu-
ment management with innovation by providing 

16/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2021). Act 2,080. 
Article 8.

17/   Idem. Article 13.

18/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2012). Act 1,564. Gen-
eral Process Code. Article 1.

19/   Idem. Articles 2 to 10.

20/   Idem. Article 103.

legal certainty to any kind of information produ-
ced or received by public entities, their agencies 
and public servants, regardless of the record me-
dia and support (analogous or digital)21. In fact, it 
was understood that the principles of efficiency, 
economy and control demanded by the public 
document management might be strengthened 
thanks to the implementation of databases, hard 
drives, servers, support media and cloud compu-
ting22. 

In spite of that, the electronic information implied 
new legal challenges on essential elements such 
as authenticity, integrity, inalterability, reliability, 
availability and preservation. In this sense, its life 
cycle must be guaranteed by a joint regulatory 
strategy between the National General Archive 
and the Ministry of Information and Communica-
tion Technologies23.

In order to adjust the regulation in terms of do-
cument management to the needs of Online 
Government, Colombian authorities resorted to 
the principle of functional equivalence, planned 
years before (in Act 527, of 1999) to relax the 
traditional demands for hard-copy documents 
and the procedural rituals24. Based on that prin-
ciple, physical means can be compared to digital 
ones as long as they meet the technical and ju-
dicial aspects; for documentation purposes, the 
information included in a data message should 

21/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2012). Decree 
2,609. Article 2.

22/    Idem. Articles 2 and 5. 

23/    Idem. Article 22.

24/   Constitutional Court of Colombia (2000). Sentence C 662.
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be accessible for its subsequent consultation25.

On the other hand, Decree 2,693, of 2012, made 
it possible to take advantage of information and 
communication technologies to build a more effi-
cient, transparent and participative government26. 
From the institutional perspective, the regulation 
established that the Ministry of Information and 
Communication Technologies would lead the di-
gital transformation of the Colombian State. The 
premise of the Online Government moved towards 
the collective construction for decision-making, 
the implementation of specific solutions, the inno-
vation of processing and services, the free adop-
tion of technologies and the integrity, coherence 
and reliability of electronic media27.

The widespread use of this strategy defined that 
the priority should be the authorization of proces-
sing and services through multiple channels under 
the standards of accessibility, interoperability and 
usability, an aspect that required the strengthe-
ning of the digital component of public entities to 
ensure the safety, preservation and correct admi-
nistration of data messages and electronic docu-

25/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (1999). Act 527. 
Through this, access to and use of data messages, electronic 
commerce and digital signatures are defined and enacted, the cer-
tification entities are established and other provisions are issued. 
Articles 9 and 10; Presidency of the Republic (2012). Decree 2,609. 
Article 23.

26/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2012). Decree 2,693. 
Through this, the general guidelines of the Online Government 
Strategy of the Republic of Colombia are established, Acts 1,341 
of 2009 and 1,450 of 2011 are enacted, and other provisions are 
issued. Article 2.

27/   Idem. Article 3.

ments28. Likewise, a framework of interoperability 
and a digital safety model were defined to organi-
ze information in unique processing and services 
windows29. 

Along the same lines, Decree 2,573, of 2014, 
and its respective reforms allowed for greater 
advancement by national and territorial entities. 
Following recommendations of the Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), this decree embraced the corporate ar-
chitecture model to give bigger dimensions to the 
implementation of information technologies in pu-
blic entities30. The focus leaned towards services, 
open government, process management, safety 
and privacy of information, but taking ownership 
of the arguments to strengthen the relationship 
with citizens and promote the use of public data, 
standardization, interoperability, neutrality and 
innovation31.

The element of prioritization showed the need to 
guarantee access to public information; hence, 
the use of collaboration platforms for accounta-
bility was harnessed, and transparency, partici-
pation and cooperation between the different go-
vernment players and citizens were promoted32.

28/   Idem. Article 6.

29/   Idem.

30/   Presidency of the Republic de Colombia (2014). Decree 2,573. 
Through this, the general guidelines of the Online Government 
are established, Act 1,341 of 2009 is partially enacted and other 
provisions are issued. Article 3.

31/    Idem. Articles 4 and 5.

32/   Idem. 
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At the same time, the National Government 
strengthened and refined the regulation of digi-
tal citizen services in order characterize them as 
solutions and cross-cutting processes of digital 
transformation that allow the State to develop 
capacities and efficiencies for a proper interaction 
with citizens33. To that end, the regulation of new 
principles that adjust to the progress of science 
and technology, considering the inclusive acces-
sibility, scalability, gratuity, portability, privacy by 
design and by default, safety, restricted circulation 
of information and usability was needed34. 

As a result of this progress, Colombia ranks 69th 
out of 121 countries, with a score of 48.77, in The 
Network Readiness Index 2019, where it stands 
out in the categories of accessibility, digital regu-
lation for the State, pursuit of sustainable develo-
pment objectives,  citizen participation, essential 
services and availability of online government. 

In 2019, through Act 1,955, the law-making body 
passed the National Development Plan, which 
demands the incorporation of emerging techno-
logies, defined as those of the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution, where Artificial Intelligence, the inter-
net of things and robotics stand out as elements 
intended for the digital transformation of territorial 
entities and national strategic projects35. 

33/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2020). Decree 620. It 
subrogated section 17 of part 2 of book 2 of  Decree 1,078 of 2015, 
to partially regulate Articles 53, 54, 60, 61 and 64 of Act 1,437 of 
2011, subsections e), j) and subsection a) of paragraph 2 of Article 
45 of Act 1. Article 2.2.17.1.4.

34/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2015). Decree 1,078. 
Through it, the Unique Decree of the Information and Communica-
tion Technologies Sector was issued. Article 2.2.17.1.6.

35/   Congress of the Republic de Colombia (2019). Act 1,955. It 
issues the National Development Plan 2018-2022. «Pacto por 
Colombia, Pacto por la Equidad». Article 147.

The outlook of technology in aspects of public in-
novation allowed Colombia to be mentioned in the 
E-Government Survey 2020 of the United Nations 
as part of the highest-ranking group of the Online 
Services Index regarding electronic government 
development. The six countries with high values 
of EGDI (Mexico, Barbados, Colombia, Peru, Ba-
hamas and Ecuador) are already in the “higher” 
qualification and are relatively close to moving on 
to the “very high” qualification.

In spite of the above, Colombia needs to move in 
the direction of a better practical realization of pu-
blic policy that has an impact on the private sector 
since, even though the promotion of innovation in 
the public administration has been consolidated, 
there is still backwardness in terms of ownership 
and openness of opportunities for the generation 
of technology products and services with country 
brand36. For this reason, studies such as the Glo-
bal Innovation Index 2020 highlight the fact that 
Latin America and the Caribbean are still regions 
with significant unbalances due to scarce invest-
ment in innovation and development (Dutta et al., 
2020). Within this context, Colombia is located, in 
terms of innovation, in the upper middle-income 
group, together with more than 130 economies of 
the whole world, but it lags behind other countries 
in the region that have made bigger efforts to con-
nect the public and the private sectors (Dutta et 
al., 2020). 

Even so, we may draw the conclusion that Co-
lombia shows a high digital capacity, both in re-
gulatory as in implementation components, as its 

36/   National Council of Economic and Social Policy (2019). Docu-
ment CONPES 3,975. pp. 30 and 31.
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public policy has materialized in the implemen-
tation of portals and platforms that simplify the 
administrative activity and provide digital citizen 
services, with growing effectiveness and impor-
tance. Since the ICT sector started to be defined 
in the country, the human capital in terms of di-
gital ownership has improved, so the technology 
skills went from the use of a device to the im-
plementation of programming training. Likewise, 
through the procurement of technology products 
and services to ensure infrastructure at national 
and territorial levels, the country is empowered in 
terms of interoperability standards that provide 
service availability and make open data availa-
ble for the public. 

Once the digital transformation strategy has 
been exposed in a general manner, it is conve-
nient to emphasize the country’s assessment 
and performance in each of the international 
frameworks of reference in order to identify the 
strengths and opportunities for improvement. 

1.1. Readiness for AI at a global 
level
The study Government AI Readiness Index 2020, 
conducted by Oxford Insights and International 
Research Development made it possible to eva-
luate the status of the provision of public services 
to citizens from the analysis of 33 indicators in 
ten dimensions. The research evaluated AI natio-
nal strategies, digital inclusion and emergence of 
technology unicorns, highlighting the fact that in 

Latin America (especially Argentina, Colombia and 
Uruguay) significant progress has taken place in 
the publication of AI national strategies37. Colom-
bia occupies the 51.26 position in the world ranking 
of government readiness for AI, and the third posi-
tion at a regional level; it also shows the existence 
of digital companies and a good positioning in the 
sub-index of responsible use of AI (tool that mea-
sures the governments’ responsibility in its use), as 
a result of its observance of ethical principles from 
the commitment and interest of the National Gover-
nment38. 

In line with this, the citizen public services that 
stand out in the analysis are: data availability, digi-
tal capacity, governance, ethics and human capital. 
Tax incentives for orange-collar companies and the 
leadership of the Directorate of Digital Government 
in the support of innovation are also characteristics 
deemed favorable39.

37/   Oxford Insights (2020). “Government AI Readiness In-
dex 2020”. Available on: https://static1.squarespace.com/
static/58b2e92c1e5b6c828058484e/t/5f7747f29ca3c20ecb598f
7c/1601653137399/AI+Readiness+Report.pdf.[Checked on April 
24th, 2021]

38/    Idem.

39/    Idem.

1.2. Digital public services
The UN’s EGDI 2020 is a study driven by the Uni-
ted Nations’ Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs in order to determine the degree of develo-
pment of electronic government of member states. 
There, Colombia is singled out as one of the coun-
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tries with a high level of development in electronic 
administration40. 

The sub-index with the best performance is the 
one about progress in online service provision, 
established on the basis of governments’ use of 
technology to provide public services at a natio-
nal level. According to this indicator, the country is 
getting closer to high-income online service provi-
sion. However, it points out that, despite its highly 
developed human capital, it is necessary to impro-
ve the infrastructure for a greater progress in the 
development of electronic government41.

The agency underscores the fact that the imple-
mentation of the Plan Vive Digital (Living Digital 
Plan), focusing on connectivity, contributed to 
the availability and demand of ICTs, opening up 
opportunities for vulnerable groups. The digital 
services considered for the score are the different 
types of electronic participation in national web 
pages, collaborative software development, data 
standardization and classification, prioritization of 
digital transformation and the launching of public 
innovation initiatives, as well as digital platforms 
for the corporate sector42.

40/   Department of Economic and Social Affairs UN (2020). “E-
Government Survey 2020 Digital Government in the Decade of 
Action for Sustainable Development With addendum on COVID-19 
Response” [online]. Available on: https://publicadministration.
un.org/egovkb/Portals/egovkb/Documents/un/2020-Survey/2020 
UN E-Government Survey (Full Report).pdf.

41/    Idem.

42/    Idem.

1.3. Public data governance 
(OFKN Open Data Index)

43/   Open Knowledge Network (2017). “Place overview”. On Global 
Open Data Index [online]. Available on: https://index.okfn.org/place/.
[Checked on April 24th, 2021].

44/    Idem.

The Global Open Data Index (GODI) is a reference 
point administered by Open Knowledge Network 
to analyze open government data availability. 
There, Colombia is appraised with a scoring of 
64% and classified with 40% open government 
regarding data43. 

Even though the country shows a 100% open 
data availability related to the government bud-
get, state procurement, administrative processes, 
air quality, elections and budgetary expenses, the-
re is still improvement to be made in aspects such 
as statistics, national mapping and weather fore-
cast44. Likewise, the report suggests the importan-
ce of the use of open licenses and accessibility for 
government bills, national legislation, localization, 
land records, water quality and company records.

1.4. Networks and innovation
According to the conclusions of the reference in-
dex Network Readiness Index 2020, the digital 
transformation implies a paradigm change for the 
adoption of technology for government affairs, the 
provision of public services, economy and society 
(Dutta and Lanvin, 2020). This has led to the crea-
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tion of a system to analyze the human factor, that 
is to say, the effect decisions have on people in 
terms of technology and economic growth. 

The country occupied the 72nd position in the in-
dex, ranking as a middle and high-income country 
globally. The best-performing parameters were 
those related to international internet bandwidth, 
use of social media, firms with web pages, publi-
cation and use of open data, online government 
services, legislation on electronic commerce, re-
duction of the gender gap in internet use, online 
participation and affordable energy (Dutta and 
Lanvin, 2020).

On the other hand, an index that is more focused 
on investment, such as Global Innovation Index 
(GII) 2020, pointed out that Latin America is cha-
racterized by low investment in research, deve-
lopment and innovation. In this sense, although 
Colombia has a good standing, it went down one 
position in the last update, ranking GII 68th, but 
with a higher score than the regional average in 
all the pillars of innovation inputs (Dutta and Lan-
vin, 2020). Having an institutional structure in the 
political, regulatory and government efficiency 
element, as well as the market sophistication in 
credit, investment and competition, led to a better 
performance in this analysis (Dutta and Lanvin, 
2020). 

1.5. Information development
The International Telecommunication Union is 
conducting the ITU’s ICT Development Index (IDI) 
2020, still under development, but it proposes 
studying a new compound indicator based on the 
real impact of digital technologies and the fulfill-
ment of the Sustainable Development Goals. The 
preliminary study shows that Colombia has data 
availability per economy for the eight indicators 
proposed. 

Based on what has been pointed out in this first 
part, we may conclude that Colombia has made 
significant progress in terms of telecommunication 
and access to online public services; moreover, it is 
possible to identify transparency models through 
open data. However, there is improvement to be 
made in accessibility and infrastructure, together 
with support to innovation by the private sector. 
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2. Regulation and public players 
in digital governance, with 

emphasis on AI

• The statutory and regulatory component shows a special emphasis on 
the telecommunication sector, as the regulatory basis was precisely 
the Connectivity Agenda at the beginning of the decade. However, it is 
possible to identify sector rules about specific topics that involve tech-
nology, but they suffer from statutory differences.  

• Artificial Intelligence has the potential to boost productivity and favor 
the well-being of citizens, as it is a priority to drive the use of emerging 
technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution in national public enti-
ties and territory entities. 

• The protection of personal data has constitutional rank and is regula-
ted in the legislation and jurisprudence developments. The treatment 
of personal data demands the fulfillment of specific obligations and 
rights, and relevance principles are taken for granted, as is the case 
with the principle of proven liability. 

Summary

Key words
• Emerging technologies

• Telecommunication

• Regulation

• Digital transformation strategy 

• Privacy

• AI ethics
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• The country has documents that develop the National Policy on different 
matters, where data exploitation and digital safety and transformation 
stand out. Specifically,  the document Conpes 3,975 of 2021 defines AI 
as a “field of IT focused on solving cognitive problems usually associated 
with human intelligence or intelligent beings, understood as those who 
can adapt to changing situations”. Likewise, new diverse instruments 
have been issued with ethical guidelines on AI, but they do not have the 
force of law.

• Within the action plan, the CONPES document envisions hurdles related 
to the lack of culture and knowledge, the development of standard and 
institutional adjustments to favor the adoption of digital transformation 
in key components, the improvement of digital government policy perfor-
mance and the generation of enabling conditions to boost the develop-
ment of AI in Colombia, among other proposals.

• Colombia’s endorsement of the Organization for Economic Co-opera-
tion and Development (OECD) implied the synchronicity of the national 
agenda with the global one, and taking on new obligations of internatio-
nal cooperation, where the element of penetration policies for informa-
tion and telecommunication technologies stands out

The emergence of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
has brought about needs that sped up the deploy-
ment of infrastructure in Colombia, improving con-
nectivity and quality levels in order to empower 
citizens and drive digital talent, all this with the 
purpose to bring the public administration closer 
to the community and promote greater opportu-
nities in education, online services and electronic 
commerce45.

45/    Ministry of Information and Communication Technologies of 
Colombia (2014). “Plan Vive Digital 2014-2018” [online]. Bogotá 
MinTIC. Available on: https://www.mintic.gov.co/portal/604/ar-
ticles-5193_recurso_2.pdf.

However, due to the dispersion and in order to 
centralize the statutory production that rules the 
subject matter, the National Government issued 
a Unique Regulatory Decree for the Information 
and Communication Technologies Sector, which 
brought together the institutional structure of the 
Ministry of Information and Communication Tech-
nologies for the centralized sector, and the Com-
mission of Communication Regulation, the Na-
tional Agency of Spectrum, the Endowment for 
Information and Communication Technologies, the 
National Television Authority, the National Radio 
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Television of Colombia and the National Post Ser-
vices Ltd. in the decentralized sector of the State46.

Here, it is important to point out that the standard 
and regulatory element shows a special empha-
sis on telecommunication, as the regulatory basis 
was precisely the Connectivity Agenda at the be-
ginning of the decade47. That is why the provision 
of telecommunication networks and services is 
seen as a public service under the responsibility 
of the State, which is enabled in a general way 
through a regular compensation in favor of a Uni-
que Endowment for Information and Communica-
tion Technologies48.

As a result of the development of these public po-
licies, the Colombian State boosted the institutio-
nal component to improve digital ownership, pu-
blic innovation and the adoption of technologies 
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. In principle, 
the Ministry of Information and Communication 
Technologies is responsible for “[…] designing, 
formulating, adopting and promoting the policies, 
plans, programs and projects of the Information 
and Communication Technologies sector”49, but 
these strategies should be harmonized with the 
other entities of the centralized and decentralized 
order, understanding that Artificial Intelligence is 
cross-cutting for all the sectors of the country. 

46/   Presidency of the Republic of  Colombia (2015). Decree 1,078. 
Through which the Unique Regulatory Decree of the Information 
and Communication Technologies Sector is issued. Articles 1.1.1.1 
to 1.2.2.3.

47/   National Planning Department (2000). CONPES 3.072. Con-
nectivity Agenda.

48/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2009). Act 1.341. Infor-
mation and Communication Technologies Act. Article 10.

49/   Idem. Article 17.

Along the same line, Article 147 of the National 
Development Plan 2018-2022 involved all the na-
tional state entities in the integration of the digital 
transformation component to boost the prioritiza-
tion of emerging technologies of the Fourth Indus-
trial Revolution, highlighting Artificial Intelligence 
expressly50. In the meantime, the door is open for 
territory entities to define, given their autonomy, 
strategies of intelligent cities and territories throu-
gh the incorporation of technical guidelines in the 
digital transformation component51.

As stated by the National Development Plan and 
the Digital Transformation Strategy, because Ar-
tificial Intelligence has the potential to boost pro-
ductivity and favor the well-being of citizens, it is a 
topic that involves the National Planning Depart-
ment, the Ministry of Economy and Public Credit, 
the Ministry of Labor, the Ministry of Commerce, 
Industry and Tourism, the Ministry of Information 
and Communication Technologies, the Directorate 
of Taxes and National Customs, the Presidential 
Council for Economic Affairs and Digital Transfor-
mation, among others52. 

Thus, the National Planning Department has the 
competence to coordinate planning of the National 
Government entities and other areas where mat-
ters related to emerging technologies are studied 
to present plans, programs and projects to move 
forward in the economic, social and institutional 
development53. 

50/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2019). Act 1.955. 
Through which the National Development Plan is issued. «Pact for 
Colombia, Pact for Equity». Article 147.

51/   Idem.

52/   National Council of Economic and Social Policies (2019). Docu-
ment CONPES 3.975.

53/   Presidency of the Republic of  Colombia (2015). Decree 1,082. 
Unique Regulatory Decree of the Administrative sector of National 
Planning. Article 1.1.1.1.
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On the other hand, the National Council of Eco-
nomic and Social Policies (CONPES) is the main 
advising agency of the National Government 
in all the aspects related to the economic and 
social development of the country; it is led by 
the personal directorate of the President of the 
Republic and it comprises several Ministers and 
Chiefs of the Administrative Department54. It is 
in charge of issuing the general guidelines that 
the different specialized agencies have to follow, 
captured in economic and social policies docu-
ments, with the objective to consolidate national 
development plans and programs55. For this re-
ason, the “CONPES Documents” are considered 
public policy decisions, the result of coordinated 
and consensual work by different government 
entities and institutions, under the direction of 
the National Planning Department in its role as 
Technical Secretariat56. 

In spite of that, the actions of the CONPES do 
not have the capacity to create obligations as it 
is a collegiate agency, with no legal status and 
with supraministerial nature57. According to the 
National Planning Department, the CONPES 
Documents “[…] cannot be classified as adminis-

54/   Presidency of the Republic of  Colombia (1974). Decree 627. 
Through which the National Council of Economic and Social Poli-
cies is restructured, as well as the National Planning Departa-
ment. Articles 1 and 3.

55/   Presidency of the Republic of  Colombia (2017). Decree 
1,869. Unique Regulatory Decree of the Administrative Sector 
of National Planning, regarding the operation of the Council for 
Economic and Social Policies (CONPES). Article 2.2.12.1.3.

56/   National Planning Department (2019). Guía Metodológica 
para la Elaboración de Documentos Conpes [online]. Bogota. 
Available on: https://colaboracion.dnp.gov.co/CDT/DNP/EC-G01 
Guía elaboración y seguimiento Doc Conpes.Pu.pdf.

57/   Idem.

trative acts as they do not modify the legal order”58; 
in that sense “[…] they constitute a soft adminis-
trative organization instrument” (Martínez Jurado, 
2018, p.304). This consideration is relevant because 
the proposals for public policies that involve the de-
velopment of Artificial Intelligence in Colombia are 
founded on CONPES Documents that seek to have a 
positive impact on the law-making body and public 
entities for the consolidation of a context of promo-
tion of innovation and social value through the use 
of emerging technologies, but they do not entail a 
hard right or a mandatory instrument.

Based on all this, it is clear that the country has a 
consistent legal framework in terms of public digital 
transformation and ownership of information and 
communication technologies, which is reflected in a 
robust institutional component and the precision of 
principles and concepts. However, it is necessary to 
strengthen public policies to promote the develop-
ment of the entrepreneurial ecosystem in technology 
and to open up opportunities so they can get invol-
ved in its construction. 

58/   Idem. p.9.

2.1. Regulations and national 
strategy for AI and the protection 
of personal data
After explaining the applicable legal framework in a 
general way for the implementation of new techno-
logies in the public sector, it is useful to clarify the 
strategy devised in the country with regard to emer-
ging technologies. This section deals with the pro-
tection of personal data, summarizing the concepts 
regarding Artificial Intelligence and observing how 
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the legal and ethical elements are integrated as 
a national strategy. 

The source of the protection of personal data is 
Article 15 of the Political Constitution, with re-
gard to the exercise of the fundamental right to 
habeas data, which was largely developed by ju-
risprudence and was regulated by the enactment 
of Act 1,266, of 2008, and Act 1,581, of 2012. 
From then onwards, the General Regime of Data 
Protection in Colombia defines “personal datum” 
as “[…] any information related to or which may 
be associated with one or several certain or as-
certainable natural persons”59, and it also defines 
roles for their treatment, among them the data 
subject, controller and administrator.

The enactment of a unified regulation around 
privacy established the creation of the Personal 
Data Authority in the country, in the Division of 
Data Protection of the Superintendence of Indus-
try and Commerce. It is an oversight body in char-
ge of issuing instructions and requirements, as 
well as receiving complaints about the treatment 
of data60. However, we should make clear that 
the Superintendent of Industry and Commerce is 
appointed by the President of the Republic, and 
the latter, with the aid of his office, appoints di-
visions, internal working groups or officials of the 
Superintendence61.

59/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2012). Act 1,581 of 
2012. Article 3.

60/   Idem. Article 19.

61/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2015). Decree 1.083. 
Unique regulatory decree of the Public Function Sector. Articles 
2.2.34.1.3 and 2.2.34.1.4 ; Presidency of the Republic of Colombia 
(2011). Decree 4.886. Decree through which the structure of the 
Superintendence of Industry and Commerce is modified. Article 3.

On the other hand, databases were defined as “[…] 
an organized set of personal data that is subject to 
treatment”62, so that the grouping of personal data 
by a controller or administrator is a database that 
should be presented to the National Registry of Da-
tabases, the public directory of databases subject 
to treatment operating in the county63.

The first approach to Artificial Intelligence in Colom-
bia found a place through the General Regime of 
Data Protection, since Decree 886, of 2014, which 
regulates Article 25 of Act 1,581, of 2012, establi-
shed that databases containing personal data on 
which automated or manual treatment is made 
should be registered before the Data Protection 
Authority64. Therefore, the Constitutional Court said 
that, given the circulatory nature and the enacting 
dimension of the right to habeas data, personal 
data subjects have the possibility to authorize the 
treatment of information in automated systems65. 

Along the same lines, Decree 1,377, of 2013, esta-
blished the principle of proven liability as an obli-
gation of those responsible for the treatment of 
personal data, so they have to be the ones capable 
of proving they have implemented the appropriate 
and effective measures to comply with the existing 
regulations, regardless of the fact that it is a proces-
sing through automated mechanisms66. This way, 

62/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2012). Act 1.581 from 
2012. Article 3.

63/   Idem. Article 25.

64/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2014). Decree 886. It 
regulates Article 25 of Act 1,581 from 2012. Article 2.

65/   Constitutional Court of Colombia (2008). Sentence C 1.011 de 
2008. Reporting judge: Jaime Córdoba Triviño.

66/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2013). Decree 1,377. It 
partially regulates Act 1,581 of 2012. Article 26.
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the so-called accountability is closely related to 
the principle of safety of Act 1,581, as the treat-
ment of personal data “should be handled with 
the technical, human and administrative measu-
res that are necessary to ensure safety to records, 
avoiding their tampering, loss, consultation, use or 
unauthorized or illegal access”67.

Thus, in case the people responsible for or in char-
ge of the treatment of authorized information are 
called by the Division of Data Protection of the Su-
perintendence of Industry and Commerce, they are 
required to provide a detailed description of the 
personal data treatment operations and an as-
sessment of the specific risks for rights and freedo-
ms, including the identification and classification 
of these risks and mitigation measures (Perilla and 
Ramirez, 2015).

In this context of data surge, the Document 
CONPES 3,920 of 2018 is issued; it deals with the 
Data Exploitation National Policy, which defines 
Artificial Intelligence as: “a branch of computer 
science that looks for machines to imitate the in-
telligent behavior for problem-solving”68. Howe-
ver, this concept is limited regarding the obliga-
tions assumed by the Colombian State in terms 
of its adherence to the Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD).

On the other hand, the administrative component 
of the MinICT also underwent changes in the revi-

67/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2012). Act 1.581 of 
2012. Article 4.

68/   National Council of Economic and Social Policy (2018). Docu-
ment CONPES 3.920. p.27.

talization of its institutional objectives, assigning 
competency to the Vice-minister of Digital Eco-
nomy, to the Directorate of Digital Transformation 
and the Sub-directorate of Sectoral Digitalizacion 
for the promotion of research, development and 
innovation processes in emerging digital techno-
logies, such as cognitive computing science, inter-
net of things, data analysis, Artificial Intelligence, 
distributed registration, robotics, etc.69.

Later, the Document CONPES 3,975, of 2019, 
about the National Policy for Digital Transforma-
tion and Artificial Intelligence, outlined Artificial 
Intelligence as: “an IT field focused on solving cog-
nitive problems usually associated with human 
intelligence or intelligent beings, understood as 
those who can adapt to changing situations”70. In 
this regard, it is noteworthy that, in spite of Co-
lombia’s adherence to the Agreement on Artificial 
Intelligence before the countries of the OECD71, 

69/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2017). Decree 1,414. 
It modifies the structure of the Ministry of Information and Com-
munication Technologies, and other provisions are issued. Articles 
24, 31 and 32.

70/   National Council of Economic and Social Policies (2019). 
Document CONPES 3,975. p.9.

71/   Presidency of the Republic de Colombia (2019). “Colombia 
adhiere al acuerdo sobre Artificial Intelligence de la OCDE”. On 
Gobierno Nacional [online]. May 22nd, 2019. Available on: https://
id.presidencia.gov.co/Paginas/prensa/2019/190522-Colombia-
adhiere-al-acuerdo-sobre-inteligencia-artificial-de-la-Ocde.
aspx[Checked on March 11th, 2021] ; Ministry of Technologies 
of Information and Communication (2019). “Colombia se ad-
hiere a acuerdo sobre Artificial Intelligence ante los países de la 
OCDE”. On Gobierno Nacional [online]. May 22nd, 2019. Avail-
able on: http://www.mintic.gov.co/portal/604/w3-article-100683.
html[Checked on March 11th, 2021]; OCDE (2019). “Cuarenta 
y dos países adoptan los Principios de la OCDE sobre Artificial 
Intelligence”. OECD [online]. May 22nd, 2019. Available on: https://
www.oecd.org/centrodemexico/medios/cuarentaydospaisesa-
doptanlosprincipiosdelaocdesobreinteligenciaartificial.htm.[ 
Checked on March 11th, 2021].
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the concept proposal established by that organi-
zation was not adopted; it defines AI as: “a system 
based on a machine that may, for a given set of 
objectives defined by the human being, make pre-
dictions, recommendations or decisions that affect 
their real or virtual environments” (OECD, 2019).

In the document aforementioned, the National 
Council of Economic and Social Policies acknowle-
dges that “[…] Colombia is not promoting and ma-
naging innovation based on the use of digital te-
chnologies enough for it to develop new solutions 
for current productive problems”72, so it proposes 
a process to strengthen the human capital and 
the development of enabling conditions to take 
advantage of opportunities and face the challen-
ges related with the technologies of the Fourth In-
dustrial Revolution73. 

Within the lines of the action plan, the CONPES 
Document anticipates reducing hurdles related 
to the lack of culture and knowledge; developing 
regulatory and institutional adjustments to favor 
the adoption of digital transformation in key com-
ponents; improving the performance of the digital 
government policy; generating the enabling condi-
tions to boost the development of AI in Colombia, 
among other proposals74. Hence, the National Go-
vernment prioritized the promotion of orange-co-
llar economy and enacted certain incentives, such 
as the deduction of investment for income tax and 

72/    National Council of Economic and Social Policies (2019). 
Document CONPES 3,975. p.30.

73/   Idem.

74/    Idem.

complementary for the development of software75, 
a strategy that extended the development of Ar-
tificial Intelligence in terms of taxes76. Within this 
framework, the Tax Statute identified the notion of 
Artificial Intelligence software as the one “[…] de-
signed to make given operations that are conside-
red typical of human intelligence, such as self-ins-
truction, problem-solving, self-correction, etc.”77

What we have explained shows a perspective 
that leads Colombia towards the strategic adop-
tion of Artificial Intelligence, combining the ele-
ments of ownership, development of industry and 
digital government to reach an effective escalation 
of AI as a potential solution that drives economic 
growth and innovation in the public sector78. For 
that reason, the Government AI Readiness Index 
2020 has classified the country with a score of 
51.26/100 and has placed it third in Latin Ameri-
ca and the Caribbean in a process of quantitative 
evaluation regarding governments’ responsibility 
when using AI79.

75/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (1989). Decree 624. Tax 
Statute of Taxes Managed by the General Directorate of National 
Taxes. Article 142.

76/    It adds section 16 to the second part of the book 2 of the 
Unique Decree of the ICT sector (Decree No. 1,078 of 2015), to 
regulate clauses 23 and 25 of Article 476 of the Tax Statue.

77/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2017). Decree 1,412. 
Article 1.

78/   Oxford Insights (2020). “Government AI Readiness 
Index2020”[online].[s. n.]. Available on: https://static1.squarespace.
com/static/58b2e92c1e5b6c828058484e/t/5f7747f29ca3c20ecb59
8f7c/1601653137399/AI+Readiness+Report.pdf.[Checked on April 
24th, 2021]

79/   Idem.
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Likewise, the National Policy for Digital Transfor-
mation and Artificial Intelligence formulates stra-
tegies that seek to motivate the law-making body 
to provide greater legal certainty regarding the 
development, implementation and use of Artificial 
Intelligence systems in Colombia. In particular, it 
proposes an action plan that develops enabling 
conditions to prepare the country in the face of 
economic and social changes entailed by Artificial 
Intelligence, invoking the OECD Artificial Intelligen-
ce Principles to balance the need to protect Colom-
bians without creating excessive regulations80. 

From that moment onwards, the materialization 
of the Artificial Intelligence Principles in Colombia 
has been manifested in several statutory and ins-
titutional fronts. In principle, the Minister of Health 
and Social Protection, concerning the provisions 
for the practice of telemedicine and the use of te-
chnology media for the attention of health said 
that, as a result of telemedicine consultation, it is 
possible to use Artificial Intelligence as long as the 
user is informed about who is responsible for the 
platform, and the best practices for the safety of 
information and the protection of personal data 
are complied with81. 

80/   This document deals with: the creation of the Artificial Intel-
ligence market; the prioritization of innovations that create the mar-
ket; policies based on evidence and metrics for the impact for the 
regulation, regulatory experimentation and data infrastructure that 
is easy to access; the AI market as equity and inclusion generation; 
the ethical framework for AI and security; credible commitments 
that result from compromises; an environment of experimentation 
to develop talent policies; the strategic role of universities and aca-
demic research in the creation of the Artificial Intelligence market; 
attracting international talent; policies on the future of work based 
on evidence; the State as AI facilitator and user; and continuous 
access to knowledge of the international community.

81/   Ministry of Health and Social Protection (2019). Provision 
2654. It establishes provisions for telehealth and parameters for the 
practice of telemedicine in the country. Article 12.

Unlike the definitions stated before, the Ministry of 
Health sees Artificial Intelligence as the simulation 
of human intelligence processes by machines, es-
pecially information systems, which includes lear-
ning, reasoning and self-correction82. Likewise, it 
presents a distinction with Artificial Intelligence 
systems, understood as systems based on machi-
nes that may, with a set of human-defined objec-
tives, make predictions, recommendations or de-
cisions, influencing virtual or real environments83. 

Additionally, the National Government proposed 
the implementation of technology tools based on 
big data and Artificial Intelligence to achieve be-
tter public intervention, to develop alerts of con-
tagion and monitor the mobility of contagion in 
real time, and to protect the health and the life of 
the inhabitants of the national territory within the 
framework of the health emergency status cau-
sed by COVID-19. This led to making “CoronApp 
Colombia” (CoronApp) available, which aimed at 
giving information and assistance to citizens84. 

Emerging technologies are also considered a 
means to emphasize the morality and transpa-
rency of public administration; that is why the 
President of the Republic included the principle 
of technification to strengthen fiscal control in the 
country85. According to this principle, fiscal control 

82/   Idem. Article 3.

83/   Idem.

84/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2020). Decree 614. 
Article 1.

85/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2020). Legislative 
Decree 403, by means of which rules are issued for the correct 
implementation of the Legislative Act 04 of 2019 and the strength-
ening of fiscal control. Article 3.
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and surveillance activities should lean on informa-
tion management (whose basis is Artificial Intelli-
gence, analytics and data mining) for the early or 
subsequent determination of the reasons for mal-
practice in fiscal management86.

The General Comptroller of the Republic establi-
shed that information technologies and intelligent 
management, understood as the efficient use of 
all the technology capacities available, should be 
used in the real-time follow-up systems for cycles, 
use, execution, procurement and impact of public 
resources; it expressly highlighted Artificial Intelli-
gence, analytics and data mining, predictive and 
prospective analysis, among others87. The purpo-
se of these emerging technology tools is the an-
ticipated determination of events or malpractice, 
with a substantial probability of occurrence, per-
sistence or mutation, which implies the risk of lo-
sing public heritage.

Even so, the incidence of technology is not exclu-
sive of the National Public Policies; the National 
Development Plan 2018-2022 invites territorial 
entities to take part in the digital transformation 
of the State in the search for intelligent cities and 
territories. Hence, the Ministry of Housing, City 
and Territory established procedures for the study, 
processing and issuance of construction licenses, 
in the new works modality, through electronic me-

86/   Idem.

87/   General Comptroller of the Republic of Colombia (2020). Provi-
sion REG-ORG-0762-2020, by means of which the general meth-
odologies and conditions for the permanent follow-up of public 
resources and the exercise of concurrent and preventive surveil-
lance and fiscal control of the General Comptroller of the Repulic 
are developed. Article 4.

dia; moreover, it opens up the possibility to deliver 
the model of project information making use of the 
BIM (Building Information Modeling) methodolo-
gy88. 

The National Planning Department and the Minis-
try of Information and Communication Technolo-
gies have worked on the construction of intelligent 
cities mechanisms, integrating cities and districts 
of the country with the commitment of territorial 
digital transformation89. The political guidelines 
of these intelligent cities suggest addressing the 
principles of advanced technologies proposed by 
the Center for the Fourth Industrial Revolution of 
the country, according to those principles, the city 
or territory have to make available to the public 
the processes and policies related to the internet 
of things, blockchain, Artificial Intelligence and 
data90.

Regarding education, given the challenges posed 
by the COVID-19 pandemic to complete tests of the 
State, the Colombian Institute for the Evaluation of 
Education established the possibility to use Artifi-
cial Intelligence and authorized the home electro-

88/   Ministry of Housing, City and Territory (2020). Resolución 0441. 
It sets the guidelines for urban curators and competent municipal or 
district authorities in charge of the study, processing and issuance 
of urban licenses, participants or applicants to participate in the 
pilot plan. Article 8.

89/   National Planning Department (2020). “Documento de 
lineamientos de política de ciudades inteligentes (Borrador)”. 
Available on: https://www.dnp.gov.co/DNPN/Documents/Borrador-
Lineamientos-Ciudades-Inteligentes.pdf.

90/    Idem.
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nic exam, with surveillance and supervision91. In 
line with that, and to avoid crowds, even though 
the exam could be submitted in person, the vir-
tual mechanism was enabled through Artificial 
Intelligence with a system of supervision and 
surveillance for those who have computer equi-
pment with the technical specifications establi-
shed and a stable internet connection92.

The regulatory provisions also took into account 
the use of technology tools and Artificial Inte-
lligence to deal with the plethora of insolvency 
processing and proceedings. In this sense, the 
Superintendence of Corporations or the relevant 
agency may request to fill electronic formats 
and to use Artificial Intelligence in the develop-
ment of the stages of these processes93.

With regard to this provision, the Superinten-
dence of Corporations implemented the use of 

91/   Colombian Institute for the Evaluation of Education (2020). 
Provision 407. It modifies clauses 4 and 5 and a clause is added 
to Article1 of Provision 888, of 2019, regarding the exam calen-
dar of Estado Saber Pro and Saber TyT second semester, and 
Saber Pro and TyTExterior.

92/   Colombian Institute for the Evaluation of Education (2021). 
Provision 90. It established the calendar for 2021 of some ex-
ams conducted by the ICFES. Article 2.

93/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2020). Legisla-
tive Decree 772. It issues special measures about insolvency 
processes to mitigate the effects of the social, economic and 
ecological emergency in the corporate sector. Article 3; Gen-
eral Comptroller of the Republic (2020). Regulatory Provision 
REG-EJE-0071. It adopts the Procedure for Actions of Immedi-
ate Reactions in the Directorate of Information, Analysis and 
Immediate Reaction -DIARI; Superintendence of Corporations 
(2021). Provision No.100-000040. Through it, some functions 
are assigned and the internal working groups are defined in the 
Superintendence of Corporations. Article 10.

technology and virtual media and formats for the 
requests to start insolvency processes, proceedings 
and processing that comply with the information 
safety criteria, as they have biometric validation 
means94. It should be clear that it is necessary to 
guarantee the access to justice of debtors who sta-
te their inability to have access to and make use of 
these electronic formats and receipt documents; the 
entity responsible for the processing should have 
the technology resources and support to fill and 
submit the request and its information, and/or to 
present documents and briefs in person95.

Now then, the General Regime of Personal Data 
Protection is limited in the face of cyber-security 
issues involving the information systems of Artifi-
cial Intelligence, so the Document CONPES 3,995 
about the National Policy of Digital Security and 
Trust is issued96. According to this document, the 
county needs to have enough capacity to manage 
cyber-security threats, attacks and incidents in an 
adequate and timely manner97. Therefore the public 

94/    Superintendence of Corporations (2020). Provision 100-005405. 
Through it, user guides are issued and adopted for insolvency pro-
cesses, procedures and processing using digital mechanisms and for 
the use and leverage of information and communication technolo-
gies. Article 1.

95/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2020). Legislative De-
cree 772. Through it special measures for insolvency processes are 
issued to mitigate the effects of the social, economic and ecological 
emergency in the corporate sector. Paragraph 1 of Article 3.

96/    The agency had already issued the Document CONPES 3,701, 
of 2011, about the same topic, but an update was necessary as a 
result of social transformation and the emergence of the technologies 
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. 

97/   National Council of Economic and Social Policies (2020). Docu-
ment CONPES 3,995. 
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policy plans to coordinate and design a training 
strategy about cyber-security to educate, create 
capacities and increase security in the electronic 
context.

At the same time, it is determined that the Ad-
ministrative Department of the Presidency of 
the Republic, with the support of the Ministry of 
Information and Communication Technologies, 
the Attorney General’s Office, the Superinten-
dence of Industry and Commerce, the National 
Directorate of Intelligence, the Ministry of Natio-
nal Defense and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
should design and implement a roadmap that 
makes it possible to move forward to develop 
the regulatory framework in terms of digital se-
curity and trust, taking into account the big data, 
cloud computing, Artificial Intelligence, machine 
learning, application programming interfaces, 
and other emerging technologies98.

In spite of the considerations about AI in the sec-
tors already mentioned, there was still need for 
greater advancement in terms of public policies 
in the private sector, so the Document CONPES 
4,012, of 2020, was issued; it deals with the 
National Policy of Electronic Commerce. In the 
study conducted to deploy an action plan, it was 
noted that the penetration of robotics, big data 
and Artificial Intelligence is very low in the cor-
porate sector of the country, and this is accoun-
ted for mainly by budgetary problems to invest 

98/    Idem. 

in digital transformation99. In this context, the docu-
ment suggests generating capacities for the use and 
ownership of electronic commerce in companies, 
highlighting the drive of rural electronic commerce, 
the educational offer and the special attention paid 
to the productive development of the population in 
conditions of poverty or economic vulnerability, the 
population that is victim of the Colombian armed 
conflict, the population in the process of reintegra-
tion and reincorporation, and the migrant population 
coming from Venezuela100. The State acknowledges 
the need to strengthen technical skills and speciali-
zed talent to create value in the chain, so it intends 
to improve the methodologies of institutional struc-
turing to open up opportunities in the acquisition of 
technical and managerial skills, and for the owner-
ship of transborder commerce and logistic proces-
ses101. 

With regard to the provision of notary services 
through electronic means, the Superintendence of 
Public Notaries and Registry authorized the imple-
mentation and integration of digital citizen services, 
the citizen folder, electronic authentication and the 
interoperability of the systems of the State in the 
provision of notary services from the idea that the 
legal order demands the full identification of the citi-
zen through electronic means102. For that reason, the 

99/   National Council of Economic and Social Policy (2020). Document 
CONPES 4,012. 

100/    Idem.

101/   Idem.

102/   Superintendence of Public Notary and Registry (2021). Provision 
11. It establishes the directions for the provision of the notary public 
service through electronic means.
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Notary Digitalization Project points out that Ar-
tificial Intelligence plays a significant role in the 
automation and digitalization of the processing 
and the efficiency in information management103.

Regarding the promotion of new players’ parti-
cipation, the Document CONPES highlights the 
concern about the construction of communica-
tion bridges between the private and the go-
vernment sectors with the proposal to adopt a 
governance framework that addresses the new 
challenges and steers the regulatory update104. 

Based on the principle of ethical framework 
for AI and security proposed by the Document 
CONPES 3,920, of 2019, the Development Bank 
of Latin America (CAF, for its acronym is Spanish) 
was commissioned, under the supervision of the 
Department for Economic and Digital Transfor-
mation Affairs of the Presidency of the Republic, 
to prepare an ethical framework for AI systems 
in Colombia. In the draft of that document, made 
available to the community with the possibility 
to make comments, the need to have an ethical 
framework defined for the deployment of Artifi-
cial Intelligence is justified, stating that “[…] the 
use of this technology may be at odds with se-
veral fundamental rights and human rights that 
Colombia has committed to respect and defend 
in the National Constitution of 1991 and other 
international treaties that has ratified” (Guio Es-
pañol, 2020, p.7). 

103/   Superintendence of Public Notary and Registry (2020). 
Notary Digitalization Project [online].p.7. Available on: https://
www.supernotariado.gov.co/files/portal/portal-anxotecnicodigi-
talizacion.pdf.

104/    Idem.

Likewise, the document states that Colombia does 
not have to start from scratch, but it will be useful 
to make a process to select and implement the in-
ternational principles that are considered the most 
relevant, although that does not prevent the coun-
try from creating principles attuned with its social 
reality (Guio Español, 2020). As the National Go-
vernment has the intention to implement the Ethical 
Framework both in the public and the private sec-
tors, the challenge –explained in the document– is 
to apply it for the general society rather than just 
one specific sector (Guio Español, 2020). 

Within this framework, a series of ethical principles 
to be adopted for the use of Artificial Intelligence en 
Colombia are listed, where, the author also includes 
an interpretation judgment in the face of the ethics 
of data, the ethics of algorithms and the ethics of 
practices. 

Firstly, transparency, which “should be understood 
as the openness to provide complete information 
about the design, operation and impact of Artificial 
Intelligence systems” (Guio Español, 2020, p.29). 
Secondly, the explainability, under the idea that “the 
information that is shared and made public to citi-
zens in a transparent way should be accessible both 
for developers and users of the systems, as well as 
for individuals who may be affected by its decisions 
and results” (Guio Español, 2020, p.30). In the third 
place, privacy, understood as the “respect for peo-
ple’s privacy and their private world that prevents 
the use of information that they have not authorized 
and the profiling of people through this technology 
(sic)” (Guio Español, 2020, p.31). In the fourth pla-
ce, human control on the decisions in systems that 
have certain autonomy: they should allow for the 
intervention of human beings even when the algo-
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rithm shows some maturity (Guio Español, 2020). 
In the fifth place, security, as “Artificial Intelligen-
ce systems should not affect the integrity and the 
physical and mental health of the human beings 
they interact with” (Guio Español, 2020, p.33). In 
the sixth place, responsibility, understood as a 
principle that implies “answering for the results 
that an Artificial Intelligence system may produce 
and the effects it may have” (Guio Español, 2020, 
p.34). In the seventh place, non-discrimination, 
as Artificial Intelligence should be equitable, with 
no distinctions for specific groups (Guio Español, 
2020). In the eighth place, inclusion, that is to say, 
“the active participation of populations that have 
historically be marginalized in the design, deve-
lopment and implementation, and evaluation of 
Artificial Intelligence systems used in Colombia” 
(Guio Español, 2020, p.36). In the ninth place, the 
prevalence of the rights of children and adoles-
cents: “Under no circumstances will the imple-
mentation of an initial intelligent system that goes 
against their superior interest be justified” (Guio 
Español, 2020, p.37). Lastly, in the tenth place, the 
social benefit, so that Artificial Intelligence may be 
beneficial for the society (Guio Español, 2020). 

The development of the principles around the 
construction of the Ethical Framework for Artificial 
Intelligence in the country has been analyzed in 
depth by different international agencies, which 
have stressed the interest of the Colombian State 
in the pursuit of solutions in the face of the cha-
llenges entailed by the development and use of 
this emerging technology in society (Budish et al., 
2020). However, along the project the need was 
seen to find a point of convergence between the 
ethics of Artificial Intelligence and the institutio-

nal component of the State, so the creation of the 
Intersectoral Commission for Artificial Intelligence 
was proposed, whose legal nature would be that 
of an Intersectoral Committee in the terms of Ar-
ticle 45 of Act 489, of 1998 (Guio Español, 2021). 

So far, there has been no clarity about the legal 
status that these documents will have, since the 
Commission ordered by the Department for Eco-
nomic and Digital Transformation Affairs of the 
Presidency of the Republic and the CAF do not 
relate their technical or economic regulation. No 
prior legal authorization is identified either, nor is it 
about regulatory actions that have a biding nature 
in the public or private sector. 

In order to establish a constitutional context, it is 
worth remembering that Clause 11 of Article 189 
of the Political Constitution clearly argues that it 
is the President of the Republic’s duty to exerci-
se the regulatory authority. The Council of State, 
the highest Contentious-Administrative Court, had 
the opportunity give its opinion about this topic, 
and pointed out that the regulatory authority of 
the President of the Republic takes place, firstly, 
through the direct regulation of the law when it is 
essential for its enforcement, as well as through 
the issuance of decrees, provisions and orders ne-
cessary to ensure the proper enforcement of the 
Law105; secondly, when the Constitution allows for 
the direct development of its regulatory tenets, in 
which case the regulatory or statutory authority  is 
directly that of the Constitution106. 

105/   Council of the State (2017). Sentence 56,166, dated August 
16th, 2017.

106/    Idem.
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Thus, in the case of the regulation of Artificial Inte-
lligence in Colombia, whether through the lens of 
legislation or ethics, there should be clarity about 
who has the regulatory authority for this subject 
matter, since the executive branch cannot alter or 
modify the content and the spirit of the Law, nor 
can it enforce legislation that the administration 
does not execute; it cannot develop those topics 
whose content is reserved for the law-making 
body107. The Framework for the Ethics of Artificial 
Intelligence in Colombia and the formation of the 
Intersectoral Commission for Artificial Intelligence 
do not adjust to any of the legal instruments men-
tioned, so we may say that they are simply doctri-
ne, rather than a biding legal instrument.

Along the same lines, a kind of regulatory experi-
mentation through the publication of the draft on 
the “Concept Model for the Design of Regulatory 
Sandboxes & Beaches in Artificial Intelligence” be-
came evident. According to this model, it is impor-
tant to reconcile the principle of precaution with 
experimentation and learning, in order to know the 
technology before tying to regulate it (Guio Espa-
ñol, 2020). Therefore, it is pointed out that the Na-

107/   Constitutional Court (1997). Sentence C 028 of 1997; Council 
of State (2017). Sentence 56,166, dated August 16th, 2017. 

tional Development Plan 2018-2022 presents “[…] 
the need to establish these sandboxes as spaces 
for experimentation, learning and innovation for 
regulators and public policy-makers in Colombia” 
(Guio Español, 2020, p.20), as they constitute a 
way to give regulatory response to the emerging 
technologies. 

Then, the process of implementation that the do-
cument refers to consists in a series of stages, 
namely: (1) intersectoral leadership in public poli-
cy; (2) definition and identification of problems of 
emerging technologies; (3) completion of a regula-
tory mapping; (4) choice of an entity for inspection 
and surveillance; (5) training and education; (6) 
creation of working groups; (7) planning a gene-
ral risk model and possible effects; (8) determina-
tion of the selection criteria; (9) sandbox design; 
(10) socialization of the project for comments; (11) 
official publication and implementation; and (12) 
report on findings-evidence (Guio Español, 2020).

Based on this guide, in the same discussion stage 
of the document, a new draft was issued by the 
Department for Economic and Digital Transforma-
tion Affairs of the Presidency of the Republic and 
the Superintendence of Industry and Commerce, 
in order to propose a regulatory sandbox for Pri-
vacy and AI topics, where it is highlighted that:

This regulatory sandbox seeks to be a preventive and 
experimentation scenario, so that companies or entities 

interested in developing Artificial Intelligence projects 
create solutions of collaborative compliance through the 
non-binding accompaniment of the data authority in the 

implementation of tools, such as studies of privacy im-
pact, privacy by design and proven liability, among other 

measures that are deemed appropriate.108

108/   Presidential Department for Economic and Digital Transformation Affairs; Superintendence of Industry 
and Commerce (2020). “Sandbox sobre privacidad y por defecto en proyectos de Inteligencia Artifical”[online]. 
p.18. Available on: https://www.sic.gov.co/sites/default/files/normatividad/112020/031120_Sandbox-sobre-
privacidad-desde-el-diseno-y-por-defecto.pdf.
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In other words, what the National Government wants is to promote a space for 
the adoption of strategies for personal information protection from the design and 
during the execution of Artificial Intelligence products, but in a context of experi-
mentation and non-binding accompaniment of the data protection authority. The 
goal of this preventive and proactive approach is to give specialized consultancy 
so Artificial Intelligence products can be compatible with the protection of personal 
data109. To implement this initiative, the Superintendence of Industry and Com-
merce embraced the definition of Artificial Intelligence in the Document CONPES 
3,975, of 2019, which defines it as follows: 

109/   Idem.
Artificial Intelligence: it is a field of IT devoted to solving cog-

nitive problems usually associated with human intelligence or 
intelligent beings, understood as those who can adapt to chang-

ing situations. It is based on the development of IT systems, data 
availability and algorithms.110

110/   National Council of Economic and Social Policy (2019). Document CONPES 3,975; Presidential De-
partment for Economic and Digital Transformation Affairs. Quoted by the Superintendence of Industry  and 
Commerce (2020). “Sandbox sobre privacidad y por defecto en proyectos de Inteligencia Artifical” [online]. 
Available on: https://www.sic.gov.co/sites/default/files/normatividad/112020/031120_Sandbox-sobre-privaci-
dad-desde-el-diseno-y-por-defecto.pdf.

According to the above, the concept of Artificial Intelligence is wide enough for the 
privacy and Artificial Intelligence sandbox, so that participation is open for com-
panies or universities that develop or are going to develop Artificial Intelligence in 
advertisement and electronic commerce. 

To sum up, it is clear that Colombia is addressing a strategy for the adoption of 
Artificial Intelligence from several fronts, in which the open data culture and legal 
certainty are encouraged over the importance of adopting automation products 
and services, both in public innovation and in the private sector. 
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2.2. International Alignments  
Some international legal instruments fit into the 
Colombian order thanks to the provisions of Article 
93 of the Political Constitution, which states that 
the rights and duties established will be interpre-
ted according to international treaties on human 
rights ratified by Colombia. Likewise, the Consti-
tution declares that the international treaties and 
conventions ratified by the Congress, which re-
cognize human rights and prohibit their limitation 
in the states of exception, will prevail internally111.

In this regard, the Constitutional Court has poin-
ted out that the Colombian legal system ack-
nowledges the existence of the constitutionality 
block, whose rules and principles, without being 
formally present in the structuring of the constitu-
tional text, are used as parameters to control the 
constitutionality of legislation112. It is about tenets 
integrated through different means and by man-
date of the Constitution itself, so they are consi-
dered true principles and rules with constitutional 
value113. In other words, the constitutionality block 
is described as “a set of principles or provisions 
that have been integrated into the regulatory or-
der of the Constitution by its own directive” (Gil 
Botero, 2019, p.117). The jurisprudence has clai-
med, regarding its interpretation, implementation 
and configuration, that it is possible to analyze it 
stricto sensu and lato sensu. In fact, taking into 

111/   National Constituent Assembly (1991). Political Constitution. 
Art. 93.

112/   Constitutional Court of Colombia (1995). Sentence C-225. 

113/    Idem. 

consideration the statement of the Constitutional 
Court about this issue, we have to note that inter-
national treaties are not part of the constitutiona-
lity block, just for their mere nature; therefore, it is 
up to ordinary judges to rule, in concrete cases, the 
possible conflicts that may appear between trea-
ties and the legislation114.

Within this framework, Colombia reached an 
agreement with the Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD) about 
privileges, immunities and resources given to the 
organization, in order to promote the economic 
and social development in the region. However, as 
the country is not one of the signing states of the 
OECD convention, it had to be done by means of 
an instrument of accession. In these circumstan-
ces, the National Government submitted a draft 
bill to the Congress of the Republic as an approval 
mechanism for the agreement regarding Colom-
bia’s adherence to the OECD and its convention115. 
The terms of the agreement entailed understan-
ding the Statement of the Government about the 
acceptance of the obligations for the members-
hip of the OECD, the annexes and the decision of 
the Council to invite Colombia to join the conven-
tion116. Thus, Act 1,958, of 2019, was issued with 
the objective of integrating the general framework 
of privileges and immunities for the Organization, 
pursuant to the fulfillment of its mission, and set 
the conditions for cooperation between the OECD 

114/   Constitutional Court of Colombia (1997). Sentence C-358. 

115/   Constitutional Court of Colombia (2019). Sentence C-492. 

116/    Idem. 
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and the Republic of Colombia, including the visit of 
agents and experts, conferences or meetings, and 
any other future agreement117. 

The adherence of Colombia to the Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) implied synchronizing the national and 
global agendas and assuming new obligations for 
international cooperation, where the component 
of information and communication technology pe-
netration policies stand out118. The study “OECD 
Reviews of Digital Transformation: Going Digital 
in Colombia” emphasizes the importance of ma-
king the most of the existing integrated strategic 
framework, “to support an overall government 
approach to elaborate coherent policies in the di-
gital age” (OECD, 2019). 

As part of these strategies, the Center for the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution (C4IR.CO) was crea-
ted in the city of Medellin under the responsibility 
of Ruta N119, a non-profit entity in charge of boos-
ting the national and international coordination of 
digital transformation with the accompaniment of 
the World Economic Forum120, Impulsa Colombia, 

117/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2019). Act 1,958. It 
adopted the Agreement between the Republic of Colombia and 
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) regarding privileges, immunity and resources granted to 
the Organization.

118/   Idem.

119/   Corporación Ruta N (2020). “Organigrama Corporación Ruta 
N Medellín” [online]. Available on: https://www.rutanmedellin.org/
Documents/organigrama-corporacion-ruta-2020.pdf.

120/   Center for the Fourth Industrial Revolution (2020). “Resul-
tados 2020” [online]. Medellín C4IR. Available on: https://bit.ly/
Resultados2020C4IRCO.

the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism, 
and the Ministry of Information and Communica-
tion Technologies121.

Additionally, the Colombian state adhered to the 
recommendation of the Council of the Organiza-
tion for Economic Co-operation and Development 
about Artificial Intelligence in the development 
of the annual meeting of the Ministry Council in 
2019; thus, the country has temporarily included 
these principles in the development of public po-
licies on this matter122. 

Regarding the adoption of international stan-
dards for the protection of personal data, a global 
interpretation of the current regulation makes it 
possible to state that the regulation in Colombia 
adjusts to the principles set in the comparative 
law, through the national legislation about the 
subject matter and the decisions of the Superin-
tendence of Industry and Commerce. Even thou-
gh Act 1,581, of 2012, did not expressly consi-
der, for example, the personal data automated 
procedure, it did define principles that are appli-
cable for any kind of treatment, even the use of 
tools based on Artificial Intelligence. Likewise, the 
Constitutional Court referred to the existence of 

121/   Corporación Ruta N (2020). “Informe de gestión”[online]. 
Medellín Ruta N, Medellín. Available on: https://www.rutanmedel-
lin.org/Documents/informe-de-gestion-juan-andres-vasquez-
retiro-del-cargo.pdf.

122/   Presidency of the Republic de Colombia (2019). “Colombia 
adhiere al acuerdo sobre Artificial Intelligence de la OCDE”. On: 
Gobierno Nacional [online]. May 22nd, 2019. Available on: https://
id.presidencia.gov.co/Paginas/prensa/2019/190522-Colombia-
adhiere-al-acuerdo-sobre-inteligencia-artificial-de-la-Ocde.aspx.
[Checked on March 11th, 2021].
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freedom in automated processes of personal information, so that “the individual 
affected maintains at all times the capacities of knowledge, update and correction 
of the personal information contained in databases”123. 

Along the same lines, the Division of Data Protection of the Superintendence of 
Industry and Commerce, which serves as the data protection authority, states 
that “the General Regulation of Data Protection 2016/679 issued by the European 
Union is an auxiliary source and an interpretative instrument of the Regime for the 
Protection of Colombian Data”124, that is to say, we can resort to this regulation, 
as a doctrine, to interpret the content of Act 1,581 and the Colombian legislation 
regarding personal data protection.

123/   Constitutional Court of Colombia (2008). Constitutionality Sentence 1,011 of 2008. Reporting judge: 
Jaime Cordoba Triviño.

124/   Superintendence of Industry and Commerce (2018). Concept 18- 154131. 

3. Governance of judicial 
modernization processes
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• The Political Constitution defines the organization of the judicial branch, 
so it appoints the Higher Judiciary Council as responsible for the ad-
ministration of the judicial branch and, therefore, competent for the 
incorporation of state-of-the-art technology to serve the justice admi-
nistration. Within the capacities of the Administrative Court of the High 
Council, the administrative organization of this body stands out, so 
whenever is necessary, several judicial districts get together to make up 
Judiciary Section Councils that serve The Judiciary. 

• The General Process Code considers the implementation of the Judicial 
Justice Plan so that the management and processing of legal processes 
make use of technology to facilitate and streamline access to justice. 
The justice service has a point of contact with the Digital Government 
Strategy under the Ministry of Information and Communication Techno-
logies, while the latter acts as a leader of digital transformation in the 
public sector. 

• Recently, the Higher Judiciary Council issued the “Technology Strate-
gic Plan of the Judicial Branch”, which propounds a model of electronic 
filing, a network justice system, information management mechanisms, 
change management methodologies and the use of technology in legal 
training and services for citizens.

• It is possible to identify the practical use of Artificial Intelligence system 
in judicial or procedural matters, in which case emphasis was placed 
on “Prometea” and “Pretoria” in the Constitutional Court, “Siarelis” in 
the Superintendence of Companies in jurisdictional functions and “Fis-
cal Watson” in the Attorney General’s Office, whose development has 
taken place separately, but it shows the efforts and commitment of the 
national talent around innovation.

The implementation of technology to serve justice 
demands having a solid administrative and ins-
titutional component that allows for the consoli-
dation of accessibility and management systems. 
This section addresses the structure and orga-
nization of the Colombian Judiciary to determine 

the competent body right now to implement Ar-
tificial Intelligence and how that initiative may be 
coordinated with the Digital Government strategy, 
enabling interoperability, the Integrated Planning 
Model and the scalability of concrete technology 
solutions.
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3.1. Institutional structure 
scheme of The Judiciary and 
public players in upgrading 
processes 

125/   National Constituent Assembly (1991). Political Constitution 
of 1991. [undated]. Arts. 115, 116, 117 and 118.

Presenting the institutional structure that triggers 
the development of public policy in terms of Artifi-
cial Intelligence in justice requires addressing the 
figure of the Social Rule of Law, which took hold 
in Colombia to consolidate the three branches of 
public power as an expression of the system of 
checks and balances. 

Thus, in the Political Constitution of 1991, the 
National Constituent Assembly established that 
the Congress of the Republic has the authority to 
reform the Constitution, make laws and exercise 
political control in the legislative branch. On the 
other hand, the president of the Republic perfor-
ms functions as Chief of State, Chief of Govern-
ment and supreme administrative authority in the 
executive branch. Finally, the judicial branch of the 
public power is made up by all the judges in char-
ge of dispensing justice125. 

Based on the above, we may deduce that the 
implementation of Artificial Intelligence in justice 
required the participation of the Congress of the 
Republic to make laws; the President of the Repu-
blic for the exercise of the regulatory power and 
the enactment of the law through centralized and 
decentralized entities; and the judicial bodies to 
guarantee every person’s right to have access to 
the administration of justice and adapt public po-
licies to the pursuit of this end. 

Likewise, it is worth stressing that, as Colombia 
is a unitary and decentralized republic, with au-
tonomous territorial entities, the administrative 
structure that comprises departments, districts, 
municipalities and indigenous territories enjoys 
autonomy to manage their interests within the li-
mits of the Constitution and the Law. That is why 
the Constitutional Court points out that there is a 
distinction between government and administra-
tion, in the understanding that “government” re-
fers to the entire community in its general labor 
and social order, while the “administration” deve-
lops some political programs, but using technical 
criteria that are not present in the concept of go-
vernment oriented towards the political order126. 

The double dimension expressed by the principle 
of legality involves both rulers and ruled, which 
results in a formal legality regarding compliance 
with the administrative function and the limits of 
the rules, but also a teleological legality regarding 
the fulfillment of general interests and the com-
mon good (Santofimio Gamboa, 2013). For this 
reason, innovation strategies have the potential to 
reach the materialization of the principles of the 
administrative function stipulated in Article 209 of 
the Constitution of 1991, and the optimization of 
its exercise through technology media that can be 
extrapolated to procedural law and the exercise 
of the jurisdictional function in the judicial branch 
(Castaño, 2019). 

As for the organization of the judicial branch, Arti-
cle 256 of the Political Constitution and Article 75 
of Act 270, of 1996, point out that the adminis-

126/   Constitutional Court (1994). Sentence C-195.; Constitutional 
Court (1999). Sentence C-078. 
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tration of the judicial branch is up to the Higher 
Judiciary Council and, therefore, so is the incor-
poration of state-of-the-art technology to serve 
the administration of justice. In turn, the Council 
is divided into the Administrative Chamber and 
the Jurisdictional Chamber for the exercise of the 
specialized functions attributed to the Constitu-
tion and the Law. Within the powers of the Ad-
ministrative Chamber of the Higher Council, the 
administrative organization stands out: whene-
ver necessary, it groups several judicial districts 
to make up the Sectional Councils of the Judiciary 
that serve The Judiciary127. Within the adminis-
trative powers of the Higher Judiciary Council 
and its corresponding sections, we find: desig-
ning the Project Sectoral Development Plan for 
the judicial branch; passing investments bills; 
issuing regulations associated with the inter-
nal functions and organization assigned to the 
different positions; establishing administrative 
services common to the different judicial offices; 
designing and developing the training, education 
and formation plan of officials and clerks of the 
judicial branch; exerting control of the institutio-
nal performance and management of the Cons-
titutional Court, the Supreme Court of Justice, the 
Council of State and the Attorney General’s Offi-
ce; as well as those attributed by the Law128. 

Article 95 of the Statutory Act of the Administra-
tion of Justice (Act 270 of 1996) gave the Higher 
Judiciary Council the authority to seek the inte-
gration of  state-of-the-art technology to serve 

127/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (1996). Statutory Act 
270. Articles 82 et seq.

128/    Idem. Article 85.

the administration of justice, a power later repea-
ted by Article 103 of the General Process Code (Act 
1,564 of 2012), by stating that the Administrative 
Chamber of the Higher Judiciary Council will esta-
blish the regulation for the use of information and 
communication technologies in the judicial process. 

The above allows us to interpret that the competent 
body for the adoption of Artificial Intelligence in the 
Colombian justice turns out to be, indeed, the Hi-
gher Judiciary Council, due to the general clause for 
the adoption of state-of-the-art technologies, but 
also the door is open for the judicial branch to lean 
on the executive branch, while the National Develo-
pment Plan 2018-2022 considers the prioritization 
of emerging technologies to achieve strategic pro-
jects of digital transformation led by the Ministry of 
Information and Communication Technologies. That 
is the reason why the Strategic Plan for the Digital 
Transformation of the Judicial Branch, presented by 
the Higher Judiciary Council, points out that the Na-
tional Development Plan comprises the objectives 
for a relevant, readily available justice system with 
digital transformation, which allows us to reach the 
interoperability framework of the justice system, the 
electronic file and digital citizen services in the judi-
cial branch129.

In this sense, the justice service has a point of con-
tact with the digital government strategy, under 
the responsibility of the Ministry of Information and 
Communication Technologies, while it acts as a 
leader of digital transformation in the public sector, 
which promotes efficiency, participation and servi-

129/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Strategic Plan for the Digital 
Transformation of the Judicial Branch.
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ces to citizens through electronic means130. The 
MinICT presents a stronger users’ identification, 
the characterization of technology infrastructu-
res and the integration of an information security 
policy that is mature enough to consolidate public 
innovation in the country131. 

According to Article 113 of the Political Consti-
tution and Article 2.2.9.1.1.2. of Decree 1,008, of 
2018, the Digital Government Policy is not limited 
to the administrative function of the State, but the-
re is a duty to collaborate in harmony among the 
different branches of the public power to achieve 
those goals. That way, the oversight bodies, auto-
nomous and independent, as well as other State 
agencies of the legislative and judicial branches 
are forced to be part of the coordination and coo-
peration scheme in the implementation of infor-
mation technologies for innovation, competitive-
ness, proactivity and security in each topic132.

130/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2018). Decree 1.008 
of 2018. It established the general guidelines of the Digital Govern-
ment Policy and it subrogates Chapter 1 of Section 9, Part 2 of 
Book 2 of Decree No. 1,078 of 2015, Unique Regulatory Decree of 
the Information Technology sector.

131/   Ministry of Information and Communications Technologies 
(2019). Digital Government Handbook. Implementation of the 
Digital Government Decree 1,008 of 2018 (Compiled in the Decree 
1,078 of 2015, Chapter 1, Section 9, Part 2, Book 2).

132/   National Constituent Assembly (1991). Political Constitution 
of 1991. [undated]. Articles 113 and 209; Congress of the Republic 
of Colombia (2009). Act 1,341. Information and Communication 
Technologies Act. Article 2; Presidency of the Republic of Colombia 
(2018). Decree 1,008 of 2018. It established the general guidelines 
of the Digital Government Policy and it subrogates Chapter 1 of 
Section 9, Part 2 of Book 2 of Decree No. 1,078 from 2015, Unique 
Decree of the Information Technology sector. Articles 2.2.9.1.1.2 
and 2.2.9.1.1.3.

Likewise, the Administrative Department of the 
Public Function regulated the implementation of 
the Integrated Planning and Management Sys-
tem, under the Integrated Planning and Mana-
gement Model (MIPG), which has a reference fra-
mework to run, plan, execute, follow up, evaluate 
and control the management of public bodies and 
entities together with the development plans and 
their orientation towards results133. The justifica-
tion to integrate information and communication 
technologies to public management processes is 
that these technologies are a tool to provide better 
services and contribute to the construction of an 
open, efficient, transparent and more participative 
State134. In fact, the Digital Government Strategy 
stresses that:

133/    Idem. 

134/    Idem.

135/    Idem. p.10.

Now it is not just about automat-
ing processes or handling the pro-

vision of processing and services 
to citizens. Now the focus on top-

ics of administrative efficiency is 
enriched by a much more integral 

outlook, oriented towards the gen-
eration of public value by all the 

players that build and contribute to 
the public, where citizens are em-
powered and protagonists of their 

reality, and the State changes its 
services and becomes a platform 

for citizens to help solve problems 
and needs.135
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From this, we get the concept of “public value” 
as a purpose for the implementation of the Digi-
tal Government policy, in the understanding that 
it is about “[…] social development, governance, 
the guarantee of rights, the satisfaction of needs, 
the provision of high-quality services and the im-
provement of life conditions of the society”136. The 
public value demands handling digital trust throu-
gh the generalization of guidelines and standards 
that implement technology for the State and the 
society137. 

With Act 1,955, of 2019, as its basis, the Ministry 
of Information and Communication Technologies 
published a series of documents that give secu-
rity about the dynamics of the implementation of 
the Digital Government Policy. In that respect, the 
Colombian State has a Users’ Guide of the Com-
mon Language of Information Exchange and Ge-
neral Concepts, a Master Document of the Entre-
preneurial Architecture Model, an Interoperability 
Framework for Digital Government, a Deployment 
Guide of Interoperability Platform Security Server, 
and a Digital Citizen Services Guidelines Hand-
book, among other relevant documents. 

In particular, and for the purpose of the present re-
search, it is relevant to mention the Guide of Infor-
mation Technologies for the Management of Juris-
dictional Processes, where guidelines are offered 

136/    Idem. p. 14.

137/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2018). Decree 1,008 
og 2018. It established the general guidelines of the Digital Gov-
ernment Policy and it subrogates Chapter 1 of Section 9, Part 2 of 
Book 2 of Decree No. 1,078 of 2015, Unique Regulatory Decree of 
the Information Technology sector. Article 2.2.9.1.2.1.

for an efficient and safe management, within the 
framework of the processes legality by the judicial 
and administrative authorities with jurisdictional 
functions. It is about the adoption of the Entrepre-
neurial Architecture Model to strengthen and im-
prove practices and chart a course for the imple-
mentation of the electronic office, authentication, 
management environments, distribution, electro-
nic files, the integration of the State sites and inte-
roperability as services of justice138.

Moreover, the guide makes reference to the Natio-
nal Policy for Digital Transformation and Artificial 
Intelligence, pointing out that it will play an impor-
tant part to strengthen the human capital and to 
develop enabling conditions to take advantage of 
the opportunities and face the challenges of the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR)139. Likewise, the 
report on the digital transformation of the judicial 
branch showed the close relationship between the 
orientation of strategic public digital transforma-
tion projects and the strategic framework of inte-
roperability of the justice system, as well as the 
coordination between the electronic legal file and 
the digital citizen services in the judicial branch140.

In spite of this, the MinICT made the decision to 
focus on the administrative authorities with juris-
dictional functions as the field of application, but 

138/   Ministry of Information and Communication Technologies of 
Colombia (2019). “Guía de Tecnologías de la Información para la 
Gestión de Trámites Jurisdiccionales” [online]. Available on: https://
www.gov.co/files/GUIA_TI_GESTION_TRAM_JURISD.pdf.

139/   Idem.

140/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Electronic file and dimension-
ing for the judicial digital transformation. 
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it states the expectation to broaden it to include authorities from the judicial branch, 
in accordance with the technical coordination between the executive and the judicial 
branches141. 

The judicial branch, while it has been oriented by the guidelines of the Digital Gover-
nment to procure technology services and products, it has also made its own path 
towards innovation in justice, thanks to the provisions of Article 95 of the Statutory 
Act of the Administration of Justice, which states:

141/   Ministry of Information and Communication Technologies of Colombia (2019). Information Technologies 
Guide for the Management of Jurisdictional Processes [online]. Available on: https://www.gov.co/files/GUIA_TI_GES-
TION_TRAM_JURISD.pdf.

The Higher Judiciary Council should seek the incorpora-
tion of state-of-the-art technology to serve the adminis-

tration of justice.

This action will focus mainly on the improvement of tests 
practices, training, preservation and reproduction of files, 

communication between offices, and to guarantee the 
reasonable operation of the information system. 

Courtrooms, law courts and judicial corporations will 
be able to use any technical, electronic, computer and 

telematic means to carry out their tasks.
 

The documents issued by those means, whatever their 
support, will enjoy the validity and effectiveness of an 
original document as long as their authenticity and in-
tegrity are assured, as well as the fulfillment of the re-

quirements demanded by the procedural law. 
The processes dealt with using computer support will 

ensure the identification and the fulfillment of the juris-
dictional function by the executing body, as well as the 

confidentiality, privacy and safety of the personal data con-
tained in the terms established by the law.142

142/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (1996). Statutory Act 270. Article 95.
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Moreover, Article 103 of the General Process Code 
considers the implementation of the Judicial Jus-
tice Plan, so that, since its enactment, the use of 
information and communication technologies in 
the management of all legal proceedings and pro-
cessing should be pursued in all judicial actions, 
with the purpose of facilitating and streamlining 
access to justice143. However, the rule was not li-
mited to the use of technology, but it also applied 
the cross-reference to Act 527, of 1999, regarding 
the recognition of data messages and the princi-
ple of functional equivalence.

Even though the law-making body designed in 
the public policy the ideal of a true digital justice, 
where technology is an instrumental protagonist, 
this ideal has not materialized yet because its im-
plementation depends on the technical conditions 
necessary to generate, store and communicate 
data messages, which demands availability of re-
sources and the reinforcement of the infrastructu-
re of judicial offices. 

Recently, the Higher Judiciary Council issued the 
Technology Strategic Plan of the judicial branch, 
which proposes a model of electronic files, a ne-
tworked justice system, mechanisms for infor-
mation management, change management me-
thodologies and the use of technology for judicial 
training and services to the citizen144. Later, the 
Sectoral Development Plan (PSD) 2019-2022 was 

143/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2012). Act 1,564. 
General Process Code. Article 103.

144/   Higher Judiciary Council. Administrative Chamber (2012). 
Agreement PSAA12-9613. 

issued, “Modern Justice with Transparency and 
Equity”, whose main pillar was the technology up-
grading, digital transformation and improvement 
of the judicial and security infrastructure, so it was 
necessary to rethink the Technology Strategic 
Plan in place back then. The purpose was to re-
design the strategy so that it could be governable 
and sustainable in a global digital transformation 
in the judicial branch, including relevant players 
and agencies that will support and accompany 
the process. 

In order to contribute to the materialization of the-
se initiatives, the Higher Judiciary Council held a 
Technical Cooperation Agreement with the World 
Bank, where it suggested providing technical ad-
visory to improve efficiency and transparency in 
the provision of justice services in Colombia, ren-
dered even more necessary by the state of emer-
gency caused by COVID-19, since the justice had 
to face several terminations and  revocations of 
terms in order to prevent crowds from gathering 
inside judicial facilities145. To set this in motion, the 
Higher Judiciary Council issued the Agreement 
PCSJA20-11567, of 2020, so as to develop the 
provisions of the Statutory Act of the Administra-
tion of Justice to favor the use of the information 
and communication technologies (preferably ins-
titutional) to optimize the channel for information 
access, consultation and advertisement. Thus, di-
fferent strategies were adopted within a project 
for the implementation of agile transition solu-
tions based on standards, from the identification 

145/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Strategic Plan of Digital 
Transformation of the Judicial Branch. 
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of opportunities, for the safe reception of actions 
and processing, web presentation and delivery, 
management of electronic documents, electronic 
signature and voting, or procedural management 
thorough the web146. 

Meanwhile, the National Government, in its use 
of the extraordinary authority granted by the de-
claration of the health emergency status, issued 
the Legislative Decree 806, of 2020, so the use 
of information technologies in the judicial branch 
would stop being a power and become a duty of 
the jurisdictional authorities. Since its promulga-
tion, the use of information and communication 
technologies is established as a duty for the ma-
nagement and processing of judicial procedures 
and ongoing matters in order to facilitate and 
streamline access to justice147.

Shortly afterwards, the Higher Judiciary Council 
submitted the Strategic Plan for the Digital Trans-
formation of the Judicial Branch –PETD 2021-
2025–, with the aim of promoting the development 
of the Digital Transformation Project of the Judicial 
Branch in a feasible, governable and sustainable 
way, in the materialization of the Digital Justice 
Plan of Article 103 of the General Process Code148.

146/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Agreement PCSJA20-11567. 
Article 21.

147/   Presidency of the Republic of Colombia (2020). Decree 806. 
Article 2.

148/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Agreement PCSJA20-11631 
of 2020. Article 1.

3.2. Institutional 
transformation: what are the 
most important challenges in 
the organizational design? 

149/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Strategic Plan of Digital 
Transformation of the Judicial Branch.

150/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Agreement PCSJA20-11631 
from 2020. Article 1.

The adoption of Artificial Intelligence in the justice 
system demands the identification of a purpose 
and an end, so its implementation is carried out 
in a coordinated and coherent manner with the 
judicial order. In this measure, the upgrading of 
the judicial branch seeks to put into practice trans-
parent procedures, improve productivity, reduce 
service times, and have better decisions and deci-
sion-making in the justice system149. In this section, 
the Strategic Plan for the Digital Transformation of 
the Judicial Branch is presented as the procedural 
path for the implementation of technology to ser-
ve justice. 

With the intention of implementing the Digital Jus-
tice Plan, the Higher Judiciary Council regulated 
the issuance of the Strategic Plan for the Digital 
Transformation of the Judicial Branch –PETD– 
2021-2025, whose objective is to act as integrator 
for the development of the Digital Transformation 
Project of the judicial branch in a feasible, gover-
nable and sustainable way150, so technology is 
useful to expand and digitalize access to justice 
through the pillars of the Digital Transformation 
Project, where the following stand out: the citi-
zen-focused justice services, the efficient judicial 
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management, the incidence in the transformation 
of the operation services model, control and trans-
parency, and the strengthening of the capacities 
of the judicial branch151. 

Regarding the new stage expected for justice, in 
the face of the ownership of technologies establi-
shed in the PETD 2021-2025, the Higher Judiciary 
Council has planned to drive digital transformation 
in the judicial and administrative management in 
a phased way, addressing projects about electro-
nic file, change and communication management, 
information management, information security, IT 
management and administrative management152.

Specifically, the electronic file comprises Project 
SIUGJ-Core to establish a web architecture alig-
ned with institutional standards, and so achieve 
an effective management at the integration of 
services, support and functionality levels153. It is 
about implementing a new solution adapted to 
current IT systems, so that judicial offices overco-
me the technology fragmentation phenomena as-
sociated with usability and the generation of value 
chain in users154. 

At the same time, a proper electronic file inno-
vation strategy is deemed necessary, and that is 
why there is an interest in developing an Analytic 
Architecture-Machine Learning in the SIUGJ to be 

151/   Idem. Articles 2 and 3.

152/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Strategic Plan of Digital 
Transformation of the Judicial Branch.

153/    Idem. 

154/    Idem. 

at the forefront of Artificial Intelligence to serve the 
judicial branch. With that in mind, the PETD adop-
ted the concept of the Document CONPES 3,975, 
of 2019, which defines AI as:

[…] a field of IT focused on solving cognitive pro-
blems usually associated with human intelligence 
or intelligent beings, understood as those who can 
adapt to changing situations. Its basis is the deve-
lopment of IT systems, data availability and algo-
rithms.155

According to this, this Digital Transformation Pro-
ject is expected to lead to the implementation of 
predictive analytics applications in the legal pro-
cess, so that, through the use of structured and 
unstructured data, the classification of files can be 
expedited, documents can be summarized, rele-
vant information can be extracted, assistance can 
be provided in court decisions, possible gridlocks in 
offices can be predicted or anomalous patterns in 
processes can be detected. 

One of the activities of the project stresses the im-
portance of implementing an intelligent system of 
questions and answers for specific topics, which 
may lead to chatbots, virtual assistants or bots in 
software applications156. Due to the importance of 
owning emerging technologies, there is a plan to 
train users on the scope, benefits, limitations and 

155/   National Council of Economic and Social Policy (2019). Docu-
ment CONPES 3,975; Presidential Department for Economic and 
Digital Transformation Affairs (2020). Quoted by the Higher Judi-
ciary Council. Strategic Plan of Digital Transformation of the Judicial 
Branch. p.60.

156/   Idem.
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methodologies related to analytics and Machine 
Learning projects157. This training is intended in 
theory, but the way to materialize has not been 
determined yet.

157/   Idem.

158/   General Secretariat of the Constitutional Court (2020). Com-
munication DSG-013/2020. 2020, p.4.

3.3. Institutional alliances, 
networks and AI initiatives 
applied to justice 
Several projects implying the adoption of AI can 
be identified in the legal process in Colombia, as 
can be seen in the Constitutional Court, the Attor-
ney General’s Office and some entities with juris-
dictional functions. 

Firstly, in November 2020, the Constitutional Court 
subscribed a memorandum of understanding with 
two universities to explore the possible functio-
nalities of Artificial Intelligence in the corporation. 
Within this framework, they saw the need to move 
forward with a structured pilot phase “in order to 
continue the academic and legal reflection about 
the usefulness and impact of new technologies in 
the administration of justice”158. 

The origin of the Artificial Intelligence system “Pro-
metea” is not Colombia, but the Office of the Public 
Prosecutor in the Autonomous City of Buenos Ai-
res, to give answer to the bureaucracy, and it has 
an automation tool that expedites and simplifies 
the contact between people and justice (Corva-
lán, 2019). As Juan Gustavo Corvalán points out 
(2018), the automation applied by Prometea in 

the City of Buenos Aires “[…] can predict if situa-
tions and facts are configured, for which there is 
already a very firm jurisprudential trend” (p.17), so 
that the systematization of this judicial precedent 
promotes the principles of equality, legal securi-
ty and effective judicial protection. As a result, it 
was determined that the functionalities of the tool 
Prometea had the potential to collaborate in pro-
cesses related to protection actions and proces-
sing automation of the General Secretariat, so a 
pilot test on Artificial Intelligence was set in mo-
tion from the revision rulings of the Constitutional 
Court159. Later, the Constitutional Court subscribed 
a second memorandum of understanding with the 
same universities in February 2020 to start a se-
cond pilot phase that “[…] allows for the transfer 
of knowledge and growth of an extension system 
of cognitive capacities that is traceable, auditable 
and interpretable, and helps strengthen and su-
pport the protection selection process of the Cons-
titutional Court”160.

The fulfillment of the expected obligations in the 
memorandums required greater efforts so that the 
Del Rosario University, the Laboratory of Innova-
tion and Artificial Intelligence161 and the Office of 
the Public Prosecutor of the Autonomous City of 
Buenos Aires could have access to the facilities 
and know the appeals, revisions and open court 

159/   Idem.

160/   Idem. p.6.

161/    Body created at the behest of the Law School of the Univer-
sity of Buenos Aires and the Office of the Public Prosecutor of the 
Autonomous City of Buenos Aires.
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decisions in the Constitutional Court162. This si-
tuation allowed the Pretoria system to be inte-
grated in the servers and databases of the Court, 
while the Laboratory of Innovation and Artificial 
Intelligence of the UBA trained the staff of the cor-
poration to handle and use the AI system163. 

In this context, the tool Prometea was adapted in 
Colombia to help process the big volumes of infor-
mation received by the Constitutional Court so as 
to cooperate in the document management (stren-
gthening and supporting the protections selection 
process) and enhance the quality of statistical 
information in the country. In turn, the Auxiliary 
System of the Pretoria Constitutional Jurisdiction 
started a process of co-creation between the La-
boratory of Innovation and Artificial Intelligence of 
the University of Buenos Aires, the Constitutional 
Court and Del Rosario University so that the Se-
lection Chamber can have a technical tool for the 
disaggregation, standardization and the qualitati-
ve and quantitative analysis of decisions164. 

According to the comments of the corporation, the 
adoption of this technology is important since the 
protections selection task implies big volumes of 
files that have to be assessed by the Constitutio-
nal Court for their final revision. Considering that 
it is necessary to study about 2,700 files submit-
ted on a daily basis, and over 54,000 per month, 
Artificial Intelligence has the potential to optimize 
times and increase efficiency165. 

162/    Memorandum of understanding between the Constitu-
tional Court of Colombia, Del Rosario University and the Office of 
the Public Prosecutor of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires to 
develop an Artificial Intelligence experience in the Constitutional 
Court. “Prometea”, signed in November, 2018.

163/   General Secretariat of the Constitutional Court (2020). Com-
munication DSG-013/2020. 

164/    Idem.

165/    Idem.  

Thus, thanks to the progress of both pilot plans, 
there can be a classification of the protections de-
cisions by topic and by criteria, which allows the 
identification of those that deserve attention by 
the judicial body. The system also gives the pos-
sibility to prepare statistics and summaries of the 
cases, so the quality of the statistical information 
can be expedited and improved, and help design 
public policies166.

Regarding technical matters, the Constitutional 
Court points out that the prototype of the pilot 
plans is integrated at the back by JavaScript (No-
deJS with framework Express) and at the front by 
React for JS, HTML5 and CSS3, which work by 
conduct of the servers  of the judicial body167. On 
the contrary, the initiatives for the adoption of Arti-
ficial Intelligence are presented to the administra-
tive authorities with jurisdictional functions (as is 
the case of the Superintendence of Corporations) 
with Siarelis, a system with an “Artificial Intelligen-
ce basis” to deal with corporate disputes. 

It is worth remembering that, as was stated in Ar-
ticle 116 of the Political Constitution and Clause 
five of Article 24 of the General Process Code, the 
Superintendence of Corporations has jurisdictio-
nal powers granted expressly by the law-making 
body, in order to promote promptness and redu-
ce legal congestion168. Therefore, what was said 
regarding the implementation of the Digital Justi-
ce Plan, considered in Article 103 of Act 1,564 of 
2012, applies here, in the sense that, in the exerci-
se of the legal function, information and communi-
cation technologies should be used. 

166/    Idem.

167/   General Secretariat de la Constitutional Court (2020). Com-
munication DSG-013/2020. 

168/   National Constituent Assembly (1991). Political Constitu-
tion of 1991. [undated]. Article 116 ; Congress of the Republic of 
Colombia (2012). Act 1,564. General Process Code. Article 24.
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From this perspective, the system with an Artificial 
Intelligence basis Siarelis is implemented as a gui-
de for users to solve possible corporate disputes. 
In the entity’s words:

169/    Delegate Superintendence for Commercial Procedures of the 
Superintendence of Corporations (2018). Communication 800-
168583. p.3.

This application is comprised by an 
expert system, which in the field of 

Artificial Intelligence makes refer-
ence to a computational system 

that imitates the capacity of a hu-
man being to make decisions like 

an expert in the corresponding 
topic, in this case, corporate dis-

putes.169

However, Siarelis does not solve cases or make 
decisions in an autonomous and definite way be-
cause its design is intended to be a guide: it is ba-
sed on rules applicable to abstract assumptions, 
entered in the system through predetermined 
questions and answers. That is why there is no 
reference to an error margin in the use of the tool, 
since human intervention always mediates (Caba-
llero Martínez, 2019). 

Unlike what happened with Prometea and Preto-
ria in the Constitutional Court, the Artificial Intelli-
gence of the Superintendence of Corporations was 
developed by an interdisciplinary group of officials 
of the same entity, together with a team of law-
yers of the Division for Commerce Procedures and 
Engineers of the IT and Development Directorate 

of the entity. In that sense, it is an internal develo-
pment and its economic quantification is that of an 
asset of the entity since there were no additional 
or specific procurement processes for the project 
start-up. Besides, it works in the servers located in 
the computing center of the main office of the Su-
perintendence of Corporations in Bogotá, D.C.170. 
To sum up, “Siarelis is a computing program that 
helps judges make decisions or simply informs 
users about the legal decision previously made by 
the Division, or the legislation applicable for cer-
tain factual situations”171. In the technical analysis, 
the Superintendence of Corporations explains that 
Siarelis is a monitoring tool based on a CBR (Case 
Based Reasoning) expert system, rather than in 
probability or statistical models or Bayesian ne-
tworks172.

On the other hand, the Colombian legal order 
has the characteristic that the Attorney Gene-
ral’s Office is part of the judicial branch of the pu-
blic power, so the Political Constitution “[…] gives 
prosecutors jurisdictional functions, which may 
affect the defendants’ personal freedom” (Estra-
da, 2003, p.201). In fact, the Constitutional Court 
states that prosecutors act as actual judges and, 
therefore, they are accorded independence and 
autonomy from judges, whose measures are only 
subject to the Rule of Law173. In line with this, the 

170/   Superintendence Division for Commerce Procedures of the 
Superintendence of Corporations (2018). Communication 800-
168583. 

171/   Idem. p.4.

172/    Idem. .

173/   Constitutional Court (1994). Sentence C-558. 
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National Sub-directorate of Information and Com-
munication Technologies of the Prosecutor is res-
ponsible for ensuring full and correct availability of 
IT resources that support the development of the 
administrative and mission work of the entity174. 
For that reason, a first phase was developed to 
define and design the architecture of the Attorney 
General, in accordance with the guidelines of the 
Reference Framework established by the Ministry 
of Information and Communication Technologies, 
but a second phase was also evaluated to optimi-
ze the data structure and to leverage the strategic 
objectives of the entity175.

In the projects for expansion, renewal, acquisition, 
installation, configuration and knowledge transfer 
of the technology tools in the institutional architec-
ture of the Attorney General’s Office, it was clear 
that, even though the Attorney General had se-
veral mission information systems, they operated 
in a disperse manner, without interoperability, so 
the need to explore technology tools specialized in 
process automation was considered, and the te-
chnology platform Business Process Management 
of IBM176 stood out. 

The strengthening of the Unique System of Crimi-
nal Information (SUIP, for its acronym in Spanish), 
for the Attorney General’s Office, required licen-
sing of technology tools necessary to achieve the 

174/   Attorney General’s Office (2017). “Estudios pre-
vios del Contrato No. 0326 de 2017” [online]. Available on: 
https://www.contratos.gov.co/consultas/detalleProceso.
do?numConstancia=18-12-7535721.

175/    Idem. 

176/    Idem. 

roadmap previously charted regarding the update 
and acquisition of hardware technologies that su-
pport process automation tools and the model of 
attention and operation for citizens177. The entity 
conducted studies that justified the suitability of 
getting the licenses of the Business Process Ma-
nagement Suite and the monitoring of activities 
with the rules engine and case manager Enterpri-
se Content Management Suite to manage corpo-
rate content, apart from the integration bus ESB, 
an Expert Analytical Solution, and the technical 
and functional training on the installation, configu-
ration, support and use of the related tools178. That 
is why the Attorney General’s Office, considering 
the principle of controlled technology diversity179, 
implemented “Fiscal Watson” as “[…] the Artificial 
Intelligence system for the association of cases 
through non-structured data bases”180. 

So far, we have explained the different Artificial 
Intelligence tools that have allowed Colombia to 
get increasingly closer to the innovation of justi-
ce through the implementation of expert systems 
and data analytics. Even though they are early 
tools, still in an experimental phase, learning their 
development has the potential to collaborate effi-
ciently in the implementation of the Digital Justice 
Plan by the Higher Judiciary Council.

177/    Idem. 

178/   Idem. 

179/   Attorney General’s Office (2018). Provision 1165. 

180/    Attorney General’s Office accountability before the Supreme 
Court of Justice. On: Fiscalía General de la Nación [online]. August 
30th, 2018. Available on: https://www.fiscalia.gov.co/colombia/
fiscal-general-de-la-nacion/fiscal-general-rindio-cuentas-ante-la-
corte-suprema-de-justicia/[Checked on March 31st, 2021].
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Moreover, the training and digital ownership ses-
sions that have brought together different players 
and officials of the Constitutional Court, the Su-
perintendence of Corporations and the Attorney 
General’s Office make it possible to reduce the 
adaptation and usability gaps of emerging tech-
nologies in justice. Although they have not reached 
a relevant degree of autonomy, these technologies 
are at the service of legal operators to optimize the 
exercise of their functions.

181/    Ministry of Information and Communication Technologies 
(2014). Guidelines for the implementation of open data in Colom-
bia.

3.4. Judicial data governance: 
regulation for the management 
of judicial data and statistical 
units.
Considering the digital government strategy for 
the construction of a more efficient, transparent 
and participative State, the use of technology 
tools was encouraged to increase competitive-
ness and improve Colombians’ quality of life181. 
In this context, an open data model was adopted 
to enable efficiency and collaboration among the 
entities of the State, whose source of legislation 
was Act 1,712, of 2014, about transparency and 
access to public information, and Decree 1,078, of 
2015, which sets principles and guidelines for the 
digital government strategy. According to these 
regulations, the information kept and controlled by 
a liable party is public and cannot be reserved or 
limited except by constitutional or legal order, so 

that the exercise of the fundamental right of ac-
cess to information is guaranteed182.

“Liable” refers to the public entities of all the bran-
ches of the public power and at all the levels of 
the state structure: centralized or decentralized, by 
services or by territories, at national, department, 
municipal or district level. Likewise, independent 
or autonomous and control state bodies, agencies 
and entities, legal persons and entities, public or 
private, that have a public function or provide pu-
blic services, and any legal person, entity or unit 
of legal entity that has a public or public authority 
function183.

According to the aforementioned, the  institutio-
nality of the judicial branch is not alien to the ful-
fillment of that tenet; that is why there is a tool 
on the web page of the Judiciary about transpa-
rency and the right of access to public information 
that grants access to open data of the Registra-
tion of Information Assets of the Higher Judiciary 
Council, the Registration of Information Assets of 
the Executive Directorate of the Judicial Adminis-
tration and the Classified and Reserved Informa-
tion Index of the Higher Judiciary Council and the 
Executive Directorate of the Judicial Administra-
tion184. Likewise, on the Open Data portal of the 
Colombian State, different data of diverse nature 
are available, which involve intersectoral agencies 
such as the Ministry of Justice and Law, the Hou-

182/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (2014). Act 1,712. It 
creates the Transparency and Right to National Public Information 
Act, and other provisions are issued. Art. 1, 2 and 3.

183/   Idem. Art. 5.

184/    The Open Data site of the judicial branch can be visited at: 
https://www.ramajudicial.gov.co/web/Act-de-transparencia-y-
del-derecho-de-acceso-a-la-informacion-publica-nacional/datos-
abiertos. 

https://www.ramajudicial.gov.co/web/ley-de-transparencia-y-del-derecho-de-acceso-a-la-informacion-publica-nacional/datos-abiertos
https://www.ramajudicial.gov.co/web/ley-de-transparencia-y-del-derecho-de-acceso-a-la-informacion-publica-nacional/datos-abiertos
https://www.ramajudicial.gov.co/web/ley-de-transparencia-y-del-derecho-de-acceso-a-la-informacion-publica-nacional/datos-abiertos
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ses of Justice responsible for the territorial entities 
and notaries of the country185. 

Regarding the statistical element, the Ministry of 
Justice and Law is in charge of grouping the infor-
mation to be updated in the Justice Statistics Sys-
tem (SEJ, for its acronym in Spanish), a platform 
that consolidates the public information of justi-
ce for the elaboration of policies186. Nevertheless, 
the Higher Judiciary Council shares information of 
its area in a free and structured way on its web 
page187. 

On the other hand, the public procurement sys-
tem has been in charge of defining the guidelines 
to procure technology products and services by 
the different branches of the public power since, 
as stated by article 2.2.1.1.1.3.1 of Decree 1,082, 
of 2015, the Framework Price Agreement is the 
mechanism of the State to enter into agreements 
with one or more suppliers and for the provision of 
goods and services with uniform technical charac-
teristics to state entities. At the same time, Article 
2 of Act 1,150, of 2007, states that instruments 
should be established for catalogue shopping 
derived from reaching framework agreements, 
where the list of goods and/or services, the con-
ditions under which they are procured and the list 
of providers that are part of the Framework Pri-
ce Agreement are described. In that sense, “the 

185/   The Open Data of Colombia portal can be visited at: https://
www.gov.co/home/. 

186/   The web page of the statistical site of the Ministry of Justice 
and Law is available at http://sej.minjusticia.gov.co/. 

187/    Statistics of judicial processes in Colombia can be reviewed 
at: https://www.ramajudicial.gov.co/web/estadisticas-judiciales/
ano-2019. 

Framework Price Agreement is a legal instrument 
that is part of the abbreviated selection of state 
procurement through which several clauses that 
are to rule future legal business are preset” (Cas-
taño, 2019, p.4). As it is a complex legal business, 
its formation is carried out in two different stages, 
with the intervention of several public entities: the 
first one describes the main operation to identify 
the goods and services with uniform characteris-
tics and common use with a market study, and in 
a secondary operation, the public entities identify 
needs and try to meet them with the predefined 
catalogue (Castaño, 2019). 

As a consequence, the current framework price 
agreement, in Public Cloud, comprises billing con-
ditions in line with consumption following two mo-
dalities: (1) self-managed service: service modality 
that grants the public entity access to the mana-
gement portal, so that procuring entities design, 
set and monitor the services with no need of inte-
raction between the parties; and (2) service ma-
naged by the supplier: modality to deliver a service 
with sourcing and configuration given by the re-
sources and tools contractor, where the procuring 
entity does not have administration permits and 
cannot provide, modify or eliminate services188. 

Additionally, the supplier infrastructure should 
allow for the interoperability with all the services 
offered and with the Public Cloud infrastructure 
of other portability suppliers, physical work loads, 
and applications between different infrastructu-

188/   Colombia Compra Eficiente (2021). “Catálogo de Acuerdos 
Marco de Precio”. On Portal del Estado Colombiano [online]. Avail-
able on: https://www.colombiacompra.gov.co/tienda-virtual-del-es-
tado-colombiano/acuerdos-marco. [Checked on April 26th, 2021].

https://www.gov.co/home/
https://www.gov.co/home/
http://sej.minjusticia.gov.co/
https://www.ramajudicial.gov.co/web/estadisticas-judiciales/ano-2019
https://www.ramajudicial.gov.co/web/estadisticas-judiciales/ano-2019
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re environments, such as service and platform as 
service189. 

Concerning the digital security, conditions demand 
that the supplier have the resources, mechanisms 
and prevention, detection and supervision tools 
in real time of all the security activities and for 
threats to the infrastructure used to provide the 
Public Cloud services. When there is a threat to 
the infrastructure, the supplier should be capable 
of getting in contact immediately with the procu-
ring entity to inform the type and degree of the 
threat and recommend the next steps190.

On the other hand, when it comes to a Public 
Cloud, the supplier should be capable of providing 
services in any modality (virtual or physical hos-
ting), so that it is possible to provide the service 
through the sourcing in a data center in a physical 

189/   Colombia Compra Eficiente (2021). Framework Price Agree-
ment on Public Cloud.

190/   Idem.

and dedicated manner, or, on the contrary, offer 
a set of virtualized resources that are executed 
within a shared physical infrastructure191. In this 
scheme, the procuring entity will have the capacity 
to manage services, but the supplier is the one ca-
rrying out the activity in line with the requirements 
of the procuring entity and according to their fea-
sibility192. In case of incidents, the service supplier 
should report them, but the procuring entity may 
establish or define the type of incidents they wish 
to have reported depending on their criticality. The 
report should include the reason of the failure, the 
downtime, the elements and services affected, the 
mechanism used in the solution of the critical inci-
dent and the mechanisms to avoid the incident in 
the future193. 

191/   Colombia Compra Eficiente (2021). Framework Price Agree-
ment on Private Cloud.

192/    Idem. 

193/    Idem. 

4. Capacities development and 
diagnosis for the adoption of AI



Summary

• The Higher Judiciary Council set a series of measures related to the use 
and ownership of the information and communication technologies 
(ICT), which describe services and institutional components to optimize 
the judicial management in the Global Digital Transformation Plan of 
the entity. In that sense, an organizational and technology architecture 
was established, whose implementation was predicted as gradual and 
progressive, especially in management systems, the electronic file, and 
document and procedural management.

• The judicial process was permeated by the digitalization in the regu-
latory component, as the Statutory Act of Justice and the procedural 
codes have opened the door for the upgrading and the implementation 
of state-of-the-art technologies under the direction of the Administrati-
ve Chamber of the Higher Judiciary Council. The judicial branch has the 
Process Management and Document Management Information System 
(Justicia XXI), whose functions are focused on the delivery, the record of 
the judicial process, the actions of processes and sentences and, likewi-
se, the Office Management Information System (SIGED) and SAMAI 
apply to control the legal file, show the follow-up on assigned processes 
and establish management, production and optimization indices.

• The Judicial School “Rodrigo Lara Bonilla” is a special instructional 
agency that provides services all along the national territory to train 
officials and employees in a specialized manner. This way, the school 
appears as a center of thinking through the permanent and plural cons-
truction of the exchange of experiences and knowledge. 

• The issuance of the Legislative Decree 806, of 2020, established the 
mandatory use of technology media for all the actions, hearings and 
proceedings in order to comply with the health measures ordained by 
the National Government to face the pandemic caused by Covid – 19.

• The Strategic Plan for the Digital Transformation of the Judicial Branch 
-PETD 2021-2025- presents a scheme of audit planning, execution and 
follow-up for the implementation of judicial services of electronic file, 
change and communication management, IT management and admi-
nistrative management.
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The development and implementation of techno-
logy in justice cannot be consolidated in a vacuum: 
education and competencies acquisition play a 
dominant role when it comes to the effective use 
of digital technologies; therefore, it is important to 
foster greater digital ownership of skills among 
users and promote policies that allow for the ge-
neration of capital based on knowledge (OECD, 
2019). The strengthening of the technical basis 
for the digital transformation of the State and the 
society is closely linked with knowledge owners-
hip efforts. Likewise, the spread of digital tools or 
services implies benefits only when spaces of par-
ticipation, innovation, productivity and well-being 
are encouraged; so, the capacity for the adoption 
of Artificial Intelligence in justice demands a digi-
tal transformation plan consisting of education, 
infrastructure adoption and computerization of 
procedural actions. 

4.1. Institutional resources 
and materials in the Digital 
Transformation Plan
The Political Constitution of 1991 established that 
the judicial branch consists of the ordinary juris-
diction agencies, the Contentious-Administrative, 
the constitutional jurisdiction, the Peace Court, the 
indigenous communities jurisdiction, the Attorney 
General’s Office and the Higher Judiciary Council. 
Al the same time, there are other agencies that 
have jurisdiction in special cases, as is the case of 
the Congress of the Republic and some particular 
administrative authorities in the exercise of speci-
fic tasks in compliance with the law. 

Now then, even though they deal with different 
competencies in the public function and their deci-
sions are independent, the jurisdictional agencies 
of the State are subject to the regulations issued 
by the Higher Judiciary Council for the effective 
operation of the judicial branch, related with the 
organization, the assignment of internal functions 
for the different positions and the regulation of 
judicial and administrative procedures that are 
brought forward in the judicial offices. In other 
words, considering the provisions of Articles 256 
and 257 of the Political Constitution, the Higher 
Judiciary Council is the agency in charge of the or-
ganization, operation and distribution of the other 
players of the judicial branch.

Based on these constitutional and legal compe-
tencies, the Higher Judiciary Council issued a se-
ries of measures related to the use and ownership 
of information and communication technologies 
(ICT), where institutional components and servi-
ces are described to optimize the judicial mana-
gement in the Global Digital Transformation Plan 
of the entity. In this sense, an organizational and 
technology architecture was established, whose 
implementation was predicted as gradual and 
progressive, especially in management systems, 
electronic files, and document and procedural ma-
nagement.

Firstly, the Administrative Chamber of the Higher 
Judiciary Council delegated to the IT Unit of the 
Executive Directorate of Judicial Administration 
the implementation and technical handling of 
the Process Management and Document Mana-
gement Information System (Justicia XXI), whose 
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functions were focused on the delivery, the record 
of the judicial process and the actions of proces-
ses and sentences194. The platform has been im-
plemented since 2002 for the High Courts, the Ad-
ministrative Courts, the Higher Courts and Court 
Houses under the client-server system. Then, as of 
2015, the web environment via Intranet o Internet 
started to be used, with a centralized database to 
record the judicial process and each of the proce-
dural actions195. 

According to the users’ handbook, the Siglo XXI 
System, also known as TYBA, assigns a user and 
a password depending on the role played by the 
user in the judicial process. After accessing the 
web platform, it is possible to identify the actions 
associated to the process, from the most recent 
one to the oldest one, organized in blocks to be 
able to go through them196. In turn, the system 
allows the addition of new actions, requesting the 
confirmation of the information to be published in 
the list of recent actions. Depending on the type of 
procedural action recorded, it is possible to make 
associated notes, identification data, judicial deci-
sions or differential measures in the content of the 
decision. Likewise, it is feasible to attach a digital 
or electronic file to the action197.

Among the functionalities of Siglo XXI, the docu-

194/   Higher Judiciary Council (2002). Agreement 1,591. 

195/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Electronic file and dimension-
ing for the judicial digital transformation; Higher Judiciary Council 
(2014). Agreement No. PSAA14-10215. 

196/   Higher Judiciary Council. Administrative Chamber (2016). 
Handbook for the Use of the Judicial Processes Management.

197/    Idem.

ment administration also stands out as it conducts 
a follow-up on the process cycle, recording the 
presentation and delivery, the procedural action 
it is in, the entries and news such as changes of 
class, obstacles, competencies, complaint rejec-
tion, accumulation or complaint withdrawal198. As 
there are changes, the system creates a link for 
the new accumulated process and finishes the 
one presented previously, so that only the accu-
mulated process remains active.

Regarding notifications, the system allows making 
electronic notifications of the procedural actions 
and monitor when they are sent, after setting the 
institutional email of the judicial office, so that it 
is possible to use automated mechanisms to send 
relevant information to the defendants on trials 
who have their emails registered in the platform199. 

Apart from the Siglo XXI system, the High Courts 
of the country have also put into effect, as a com-
plement, initiatives to support their internal and 
external management, as was the case with the 
Council of State with the Office Management In-
formation System (SIGED), which works as a pla-
tform to show the follow-up on the processes 
assigned and establish management, production 
and optimization indices200. However, that tool 
was not enough, so SAMAI was created, a web 
application to register and control the judicial file 
from beginning to end, with the participation of 

198/    Idem.

199/    Idem.

200/    Council of the State (2017). Institutional Management Re-
port. Bogotá Council of the State.
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the parties to the proceedings and their proxy201.

The SAMAI application also proposes the use of 
the platform from user roles so, depending on the 
credentials in the system, it is feasible to have 
access to judicial processes and services. In fact, 
once the user has been authenticated, it is possi-
ble to access the history of judicial actions so far, 
and see the documents incorporated to the pro-
cess previously identified202. Additionally, given the 
security and integrity of the system regarding the 
action, the user may add documents and access 
digital files, as SAMAI issues a token of the file, its 
integrity certificate, its status and description203. 
The printing of time is generated thanks to a da-
tabase of the platform, while the electronic identi-
ty is authenticated by means of safe passwords, 
protected through the Microsoft 365 security to 
allow the signature of electronic documents. 

As for notifications, the platform enables its sub-
mission by means of the integration of the insti-
tutional mail, and it offers the possibility to have 
acknowledgement of receipt to add them to the 
file. Furthermore, the analysis has services such 
as the status generated in the office action and 
the transfers involved in the process204. 

In turn, the Constitutional Court has an internal 
process management system supported by TYBA, 

201/    Council of the State (2020). Users’ handbook of SAMAI for 
parties of the proceedings.

202/    Idem.

203/    Idem.

204/   Idem.

which enables the public access to actions and the 
revision of the status of constitutionality proces-
ses205. This has led to the creation of a pilot project 
to allow the electronic submission of protection 
files through the procedural management system 
Justicia XXI Web, which, together with the Micro-
soft platforms, makes it possible for judicial offices 
to send files to the Constitutional Court electroni-
cally, in order to speed up the gradual procedure of 
reception or presentation intended in Article 33 of 
Decree 2,591 of 1991206.

As stated, at an institutional level, Microsoft ser-
vices were procured to use the institutional mail 
as a valid channel to send messages with the 
incorporation of officials’ signature or title, so ju-
dicial offices should give priority to handle users’ 
and proxies’ enquiries through the technical media 
determined by the institution207. Likewise, and ac-
cording to the provisions of Legislative Decree 806 
of 2020, all the actions, communications, notifica-
tions, hearings and proceedings should be priori-
tized by the digital means or channels available, 
and avoid demanding and complying with unne-
cessary in-person formalities208. 

The technical provisions pointed out by the Higher 
Judiciary Council state that the rule for written do-
cuments is the PDF format and the use of signa-
ture mechanisms to identify the author or issuer of 

205/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Electronic file and dimension-
ing for the judicial digital transformation.

206/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Agreement PCSJA20-11594. 

207/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Agreement PCSJA20-11567. 

208/   Idem.
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the document. However, according to Legislative 
Decree 806 of 2020, the title is enough the deem 
documents authentic, as long as the email of ori-
gin matches the one inscribed in the National Re-
gistry of Attorneys or the Business Registry. 

Budget allocations, before the health emergency 
posed by COVID-19, were used to improve the 
connectivity in judicial locations, increase geogra-
phic coverage and update IT systems209. Budget 
allocations as of 2020, up to the health emergen-
cy, were used to implement the new information 
system for the judicial management, the electro-
nic file, digital citizen services, platforms and su-
pplementary services210. Likewise, judicial proce-
eding were prioritized and the attention strategy 
was determined to ensure the continuity of ser-
vice provision for primary processes, such as the 
protection action, the execution of sanctions and 
adoption processes211. The officials of the judicial 
branch adopted, as a general rule, the modality 
of remote working, and VPN and remote desks 
mechanisms were enabled, which made access 
easier for the Justicia Siglo XXI web application; 
as has been already explained, this application 
allows the centralized record of procedural actions 
through Internet212.

This way, the Justice could continue operating 
thanks to the procurement of the suite Office 365 

209/    Council of the State. Third section (2020). Sentence Pres. 
2020-01023-00. MP. Jaime Enrique Rodríguez Navas.

210/    Idem. 

211/    Idem. 

212/    Idem. 

for conferences and collaborative work, ands have 
virtual hearings with platforms like RP1 Cloud, Li-
feSize and Teams, which meet the parameters of 
information, recording and storage safety213. This 
set of strategies allowed important progress in 
the consolidation of channels to avoid information 
scattering; besides, the use of email was standar-
dized to receive communications and notifications, 
sign documents electronically and store hearings 
records and electronic files through the use of the 
public cloud214. 

In turn, the school “Rodrigo Lara Bonilla”, an edu-
cational institution linked to the judicial branch, 
launched training sessions for officials of the ju-
dicial branch, where the participation of multiple 
players was promoted in the new upgrading sta-
ge of justice215. In the workshops, training courses 
on Outlook, OneDrive, Teams, SharePoint, the use 
of email and the institutional web page, and the 
use of the Correspondence Management System 
application and Official Documents Archive stand 
out.

It is possible to identify the internal management 
phase, where minimum guidelines and standards 
are reviewed, the document digitalization process 
is consolidated, and the digital format for files is 
put together216; all this to promote the technology 

213/    Council of the State. First section (2020). Sentence pres. 
2020-03384-00. RJ. Roberto Augusto Serrato Valdés.

214/    Idem.  

215/    Idem. 

216/    Council of the State. First section (2020). Sentence pres. 
2020-03384-00. RJ. Roberto Augusto Serrato Valdés.
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strengthening strategy, the acquisition of peri-
pheral devices for remote work, the improvement 
of structured wiring and wireless networks, the 
hardware and software upgrading, the update of 
licenses for the system to record hearings and the 
construction of the new payroll application217. 

On the other hand, a stage of procured manage-
ment is expected, where, due to the specialization 
of some topics, the assistance of third parties who 
perform specialized activities is required, accor-
ding to a schedule. 

217/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). PCSJA20-11598. 

4.2. Skills, training and 
education in the judicial career
Through Decree 52, of 1987, the Judicial School 
“Rodrigo Lara Bonilla” was created as a special 
instructional body that provides services all along 
the national territory to officials and employees of 
the jurisdictional branch and the Public Ministry, 
as well as individuals who intend to enter those 
bodies. Later, Decree 250, of 1995, explained that 
the School would be led by the Superior Council 
of the Administration of Justice, with the objecti-
ve to train officials and employees in a specialized 
manner.

In that sense, the School appears as a thinking cen-
ter in permanent and plural construction, through 
the exchange of experiences and knowledge. It is 
a scientific community in the judicial department 
whose aim is to improve, to a great extent, the ac-

cessibility and the quality of justice in Colombia218. 
Following the guidelines defined by the Higher 
Judiciary Council, the School develops strategies 
funded by a budgetary program that focuses on 
the training and formation of officials, judicial em-
ployees and administrative staff by means of a 
systemic, holistic and knowledge-constructionist 
educational model, based on the strengthening of 
knowledge, know-how and soft skills219. 

Thanks to the administrative structure, it was pos-
sible to plan academic and administrative acti-
vities to present the Training Plan of the judicial 
branch, which includes basic training and a spe-
cialized formation. The latter includes the Training 
Subprogram on Information and Communication 
Technologies and B-Learning, where the use of in-
formation and communication technologies –ICT– 
in judicial offices, as well as the implementation 
of digital tools that imply benefits and value in the 
administration of justice, is propounded220.

218/   Judicial School “Rodrigo Lara Bonilla”. History. On Rama Judicial 
[online]. [undated]. Available on: https://escuelajudicial.ramajudicial.gov.co/
historia.[Consulted on May 8th, 2021]

219/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Training Plan of the Judicial Branch 
[online]. Available on: https://escuelajudicial.ramajudicial.gov.co/sites/de-
fault/files/Plan de Formación de la Rama Judicial 2020.pdf.

220/   Idem.

4.3. Digital judicial services 

Up until the health emergency caused by CO-
VID-19 in 2020, the general rule was to access 
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files and judicial documents in person and analo-
gically, in line with the provisions of the General 
Process Code and in the absence of the Digital 
Justice Plan that Article 103 refers to. In spite of 
the myriad of laws, decrees and agreements, to-
day the closest we get to the digitalization of ju-
dicial services is the Justicia Siglo XXI system, im-
plemented to allow document management, but 
its phasing and pervasiveness has faced multiple 
problems.

The issuance of Legislative Decree 806, of 2020, 
established the mandatory use of technology me-
dia for all actions, hearings and proceedings in or-
der to comply with the health measures ordained 
by the National Government to face the pande-
mic caused by COVID-19; for this reason, reforms 
were introduced to the Digital Transformation Plan 
of the Higher Judiciary Council. Then, the Strategic 
Plan for the Digital Transformation of the Judicial 
Branch –PETD 2021-2025– was enacted, with 
an investment of COP 1,265,648,009,679 (USD 
339,320,104,83) and a planning, execution and 
audit follow-up scheme for the implementation of 
the judicial services of electronic file, Change and 
Communication Management, Information Mana-
gement, Information Security, IT Management and 
Administrative Management221.

For the purpose of this research, it is convenient to 
elaborate on electronic files. The project is called 
“SIUGJ-Core” and it seeks to choose a software 
company that, from a product and experience in 

221/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Strategic Plan of Digital 
Transformation of the Judicial Branch. 

the field, can be in charge of adapting platforms 
to the needs of the judicial branch. After comple-
ting the respective contractor selection process, 
the contract was awarded in order to “acquire 
the licensing and provide the services for the im-
plementation of the platform for the Unique Inte-
grated System of Judicial Management -SIUGJ- of 
the Judicial Branch of the Republic de Colombia”, 
where the consortium LINKTIC – MUSCOGEE Judi-
cial branch, comprised by LINKTIC SAS and MUS-
COGEE LATIN AMÉRICA S de RL de CV, obtained 
the bid for an approximate value of 22 billion Pe-
sos (about USD 5 million)222. 

As the initiative is set in motion, there are judicial 
offices in the country that still manage most pro-
cess files in an analogue or physical format and 
others handle them in a hybrid way, with physi-
cal files, electronic records in the Justicia Siglo XXI 
web, and files that were digitalized or were crea-
ted electronically. To consolidate a uniform digita-
lization process, a Protocol for the Management 
of Electronic Documents, Digitalization and File 
Formation was established, and it ensures the in-
teroperability, accessibility to metadata and con-
textualization of documents, processes and their 
relationships. 

In the process of file digitalization, two phases 
may be identified: a first internal phase, and a se-
cond phase with external support. The first phase 
has a gradual digitalization that involves the files 
started with paper support that are not digitalized 
or scanned, the files started with paper support 

222/   Higher Judiciary Council (2021). Provision 1,049.
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that have been digitalized, and the files started 
with electronic documents where, considering the 
installed capacity in scanners, adequacy and su-
pply, the judicial officials are in charge of the digi-
talization process223. Regarding the procured ma-
nagement phase, the LIFO methodology is sought, 
so that the last files to enter the justice system are 
the first to be digitalized224. 

The SIUGJ-Core project also anticipates the op-
timization and standardization of administrative 
procedures in judicial offices through the streng-
thening of intranets, portals, authentication me-
chanisms and standardized electronic signatures. 
The development of the Digital Transformation 
Plan looks for innovation in Justice thanks to the 
adoption of an Analytics-Machine Learning ar-

223/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). File Digitalization Plan.

224/   Idem.

chitecture, for whose development the idea is to 
resort to external contractors and the implemen-
tation of predictive analytical models, both for the 
intelligent text processing as for the rest of data225.

Likewise, the General Guidelines for the Develop-
ment and Implementation of the PETD 2021-2025 
consider responsibilities in the administration and 
management of projects so that, in a governance 
scheme, the Higher Judiciary Council defines and 
adopts the compliance with strategic objectives. 
There, the plan is to fall back on the strategy of the 
Ministry of Information and Communication Tech-
nologies for the integration of entities, from the in-
teroperability framework and other digital citizen 

services, in a sustainable phasing of services226. 

225/   Higher Judiciary Council (2020). Strategic Plan of Digital 
Transformation of the Judicial Branch. 

226/    Idem.

5. Existing conditions for the de-
ployment of AI in the judicial 

environment 



• It is necessary to keep up the digital ownership of the officials of justi-
ce and suggest that the implementation of Artificial Intelligence in the 
administration of justice is not only an opportunity but a need for the 
Colombian justice. 

• The judicial branch has the important task of creating an interdiscipli-
nary team in charge of identifying the need they intend to address with 
the use of Artificial Intelligence and assess the current state in which 
the task is performed in terms of transparency, promptness, quality, 
coherence, consistency, efficiency, coordination, inclusion and participa-
tion. 

• The algorithms implemented in the administration of justice comply 
with what the doctrine has called tools or methods “X-by-design” (X= 
legality, privacy or digital ethics), according to which the legality, priva-
cy and digital ethics should be part of the technologies, operations and 
architectures of the digital goods and services in a holistic, inclusive and 
creative manner.

Sinopsis
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The implementation of Artificial Intelligence is not 
magic or alchemy but a complex process, in which 
availability is conditioned by the quality and struc-
ture of the data about the administration of justi-
ce, as well as by the connectivity and technology 
update of the judicial branch227. For that reason, 
it is essential that the judicial branch of the public 
power achieve an optimum level of digitalization 
in Colombia to be able to move forward in the im-
plementation of emerging technologies, which use 
open data and Artificial Intelligence to strengthen 
the system of administration of justice and impro-
ve its quality, speed, transparency, consistency, 
accessibility and coverage (Alan Johnson, 2018). 

227/    To consult the state of the art of Artificial Intelligence: 
Artificial Intelligence Index, 2018Annual Report, 201. It can be 
checked on: http://cdn.aiindex.org/2018/AI%20Index%202018%20
Annual%20Report.pdf

In other words, the implementation of AI in the ad-
ministration of justice cannot be done hastily, as it 
demands the compliance with the current legal fra-
mework, which is connected in methods “X-by-de-
sign” (X= legality, privacy or digital ethics), to in-
tegrate legality, privacy and digital ethics in the 
technologies, operations and architectures of the 
digital goods and services. Next, there is a sum-
mary of the strategy of legality by design, with the 
intention to comply with the public policy already 
explained. 

http://cdn.aiindex.org/2018/AI%20Index%202018%20Annual%20Report.pdf
http://cdn.aiindex.org/2018/AI%20Index%202018%20Annual%20Report.pdf
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5.1. Starting point, object and 
need
Information and communication technologies 
have the potential to favor accessibility, prompt-
ness and transparency in the administration of 
justice. All along this research, the remarkable 
development of public policies in the subject has 
been made clear, insofar as the judicial branch, in 
the head of the Higher Judiciary Council, has the 
competency and authority to develop and carry 
out concrete projects, from the internal manage-
ment phase to the collaboration by specialized 
third parties. 

The starting point for the Colombian justice is the 
Statutory  Act of Administration of Justice, a rule 
that authorizes the use of state-of-the-art tech-
nologies in the judicial process regardless of their 
category, complemented by procedural statutes, 
which expose the legal security offered to each of 
the acts and proceedings of the judicial process. In 
turn, the provisions in the National Development 
Plan and the guides established by the Ministry 
of Information and Communication Technologies 
in technical and interoperability matters make it 
possible to have a favorable and temporary im-
plementation from the traditional justice to a true 
digital justice.

According to the experiences lived in the country, 
Artificial Intelligence is not indispensable in justi-
ce, but it may be harnessed to bring promptness 
through the automation of procedural matters, 
such as the document management, the follow-up 
on notifications, the scope of rulings and other 
orders. Thus, in the Strategic Plan for the Digital 

Transformation of the Judicial Branch, an analytic 
data integration is planned, which, with the su-
pport of AI, will assist judges both in text proces-
sing (classification, summary, generation) and in 
document management.

Anyway, from the iteration of learning algorithms 
in the judicial practice, massive judicial data may 
be used in real time to implement digital public 
services that enable the fulfillment of judicial ac-
tivities and allow users to have a much closer and 
lively experience of the process. This is the case 
of the use of chatbots to understand the stages 
and proceedings of the procedure, answer simple 
questions about the status of the file or anticipate 
the results of the litigation with a high margin of 
prediction based on the current jurisprudence (Cui, 
2020). 

The implementation of AI would also take place 
regarding the practice of hearings, as there are 
tools for natural language, visual or emotions re-
cognition that would make it possible to make the 
transcription of the proceeding, or even determine 
whether a witness or intervener is telling the tru-
th or not regarding the facts of the litigation (Cui, 
2020). 

Finally, AI would allow extracting and converting 
knowledge and judges’ reasoning processes into 
decision trees for non-expert users to understand 
them easily and so promote legal security (Suss-
kind, 2017). It is expected that, with the advance-
ment of the Digital Transformation Plan of Justice 
in Colombia and the legal and ethical framework 
structured around AI, the use of technology tools 
using automation and learning algorithms may be 
gradually implemented.
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5.2. Theoretical and concept 
basis for the incorporation of AI 
in justice

228/   Congress of the Republic of Colombia (1996). Statutory Act 
270. Article 6.

AI in the judicial branch should observe the tenets 
that have already been established by the legal 
order in terms of respect of the due diligence, ac-
cess to the jurisdictional unit, protection of perso-
nal data and requirements for the implementation 
of the principle of functional equivalence. In other 
words, technology should adapt to the rules in pla-
ce rather than the current rules adapt to the tools 
for the digitalization of justice. In that sense, Act 
270, of 1996, establishes that the administration 
of justice is the public function exercised by the 
State to enforce rights, obligations, guarantees 
and freedoms enshrined in the Constitution, for 
the purpose of social coexistence and achieving 
and keeping national understanding228. 

As stated above, the algorithms implemented in 
the administration of justice should comply with 
what the doctrine has called tools or methods 
“X-by-design”, according to which the legality, 
privacy and digital ethics should be part of the 
technologies, operations and architectures of the 
digital goods and services in a holistic, inclusive 
and creative manner (Castaño, 2019). In fact, the 
implementation of AI demands paying attention 
to the rules that have been the subject matter in 
the previous sections, in terms of the guarantee of 
fundamental rights, digital government, privacy, 
general process theory and information security, 

so that legality by design and by default makes it 
possible to ensure a strict observance of AI of the 
principles and rules of the Social Rule of Law (Cas-
taño, 2019). 

If data processing through Artificial Intelligence 
systems implies the diagnosis, description, predic-
tion or prescription of information, it will be neces-
sary to establish a governance model of the sys-
tems to address the algorithmic responsibility and 
transparency, the control of AI systems and algo-
rithmic explainability and intelligibility (Castaño, 
2020). This is nothing but pondering the principles 
of AI of the OECD, which have been adhered to by 
Colombia and formulated in the CONPES of Digital 
Transformation and Artificial Intelligence. 

Therefore, the use of systems with a highly arbi-
trary level of intelligence requires safeguards that 
cause the processing and its consequences to re-
main strictly under human control (Russell, 2017). 
The best way to accomplish that objective is for 
AI to be limited to generating recommendations 
or inputs; it should not participate in any way, nor 
have any control on the results or decisions per-
taining to the judicial system (Castaño, 2020). In 
other words, AI in justice should be merely instru-
mental in document management, or make recom-
mendations to the judge, but the algorithm should 
not be responsible for final decisions. 

In turn, explicability is also particularly important 
when it comes to implementing technology in jus-
tice, as intelligibility and transparency expose the 
respect for the due diligence and access to an 
effective legal protection. Thus, algorithms should 
be understandable and interpretable, and, in any 
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case, the legal system should have the capacity to 
tell who is responsible for its operation and define 
an ethical framework of beneficence and non-ma-
leficence (Floridiy Cowls, 2019).

Regarding privacy and the protection of personal 
data, Artificial Intelligence systems should adapt 
to the provisions imposed by the data protection 
regime in the country, so the system design should 
have the capacity to organize and structure public 
data, semi-private data and private data, as the 
treatment of each of them varies depending on 
their classification. 

At the same time, in case the processing of infor-
mation leads to automated individual decisions, 
the right to obtain explanations about that treat-
ment should be guaranteed pursuant to the digital 
ethics, even when the legal order does not say so 
expressly. That is to say, from an extensive inter-
pretation of the field of protection of the right to 
habeas data, in accordance with automated da-
tabases, it can be pointed out that, in automated 
processes of personal information, the right of the 
data owner to maintain at all times the power to 
know, update and rectify their information contai-
ned in the databases should be guaranteed, as 
well as their right to know the information stored 
about those bases and demand, if necessary, the 
applicable rectifications229.

229/   Constitutional Court of Colombia (2011). Sentence C-748; 
Constitutional Court of Colombia (2020). Sentence C-094. 

By the same token, the recommendations of 
CONPES 3,995 in terms of digital security and 
trust should be considered; it explains that the 
process of AI implementation should take into ac-
count a strengthening of the capacities on digital 
security of citizens and legal servers, apart from 
implementing the cyber-security measures to pro-
tect the integrity and physical infrastructure230.

To sum up, so far some reflections about the im-
plementation of AI principles in automated sys-
tems of the Colombian digital justice have been 
documented. From them, it is clear that there are 
no substantial changes regarding what has alre-
ady been pointed out by the general doctrine on 
the topic. However, it is worth stressing that te-
chnology should adapt to the constitutional ack-
nowledgement of the due diligence and access to 
justice, as AI systems cannot be a barrier to deny 
justice or give differential treatment. Moreover, the 
respect for the provisions of the legal order in ter-
ms of fundamental rights should be maintained, 
so the systems should be capable of verifying their 
comprehensibility and beneficence. 

230/   National Council of Economic and Social Policy (2020). Docu-
ment CONPES 3,995. 
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• The implementation of Artificial Intelligence in justice could contribute 
to optimize the promptness, transparency, consistency and coherence 
of the administration of justice through the automation of procedural 
matters, such as document management, follow-up on notifications and 
scope of rulings and other orders, to name a few. 

Summary
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6. Artificial Intelligence as an 
opportunity and risk for the 
judicial sector



• Even though nowadays it is not technically feasible yet to fully replace the 
human component tied to the exercise of the administration of justice, I 
think it would be possible to automate the production of given tasks of the 
judicial process and optimize the administration of justice by means of the 
implementation of AI systems with no infringement of the principles that 
our Political Constitution of 1991 revolves around.

• Until the IT science manages to design an Artificial Intelligence system 
capable of overcoming these legal and technical obstacles, I believe that 
the judicial branch could design, develop and implement AI systems to op-
timize or improve the execution of simple tasks included within the exercise 
of jurisdictional actions implying the administration of justice. These tasks 
could be mechanical and repetitive, and their error margin does not entail a 
risk for the exercise of fundamental rights.

• The implementation of an ethical framework of Artificial Intelligence go-
vernance requires coordinating a systematic approach involving privacy by 
design, users’ rights and best practices to handle personal information from 
the architecture. The scope should include both entrepreneurial practices 
and the management itself of personal information.

• This is not achieved only with the design of procedures, rules and paper 
protocols, but any Rule of Law worthy of its name and the democratic 
principles around which it revolves require, in my opinion, the design and 
implementation of tools or methods “X-by-design” (X= legality, privacy or 
digital ethics) to integrate legality, privacy and digital ethics in the techno-
logies, operations and architecture of the digital goods or services and/or 
business models that include the automated processing of personal data 
by AI systems. 

• Nothing of what we suggest here should be understood as intended to re-
place our judges by prediction machines, as justice is human and it should 
remain so. The proposal seeks to optimize the legal reasoning. I suggest 
the word “optimize” to refer to what Ken Goldberg calls “multiplicity”, which 
pursues the enhancement or increase of human intelligence, both indivi-
dually and collectively to promote creativity, diversify thinking and stren-
gthen efficiency to perform many repetitive, mechanical and time-consu-
ming tasks.
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Once we have reviewed the aspects of the legal 
framework linking the use of information and com-
munication technologies in the Colombian justice, 
it is necessary to get closer to the players who 
work on the enactment of legislation and their 
respective enforcement, so this section addresses 
a series of interviews that encapsulate the legis-
lative challenges and the opportunities identified 
for the use of Artificial Intelligence in the judicial 
process. 

Likewise, based on those insights that result from 
socialization, a series of arguments are made 
about the role of Artificial Intelligence in the face 
of the observation of the principle of legality and 
the interpretation of the doctrine on the subject 
matter in compliance with the essentials of the 
Sate of Law in Colombia.  The projection about the 
use of an emerging technology in this sense can-
not be made in a sudden, unorganized manner, 
but, on the contrary, it requires the implementa-
tion of a project methodology to design, develop 
and implement these automation systems, whose 
ultimate end is to optimize and achieve a judicial 
management that is an “easier task” within a gi-
ven process.

6.1. Sense of urgency 
and opportunities for 
the implementation of 
Artificial Intelligence in the 
administration of justice 
The goal of this final section is to present some 

theoretical and practical considerations about the 
feasibility of optimizing the administration of jus-
tice through the design, development and imple-
mentation of Artificial Intelligence systems and 
what their main legal consequences would be.

Basically, even though it is not technically feasi-
ble to fully replace the human component in the 
administration of justice yet, we can think that it 
would be possible to automate the production of 
certain tasks of the judicial process and optimize 
the administration of justice by means of the im-
plementation of AI systems, without attacking the 
principles that the Political Constitution of 1991 re-
volves around.

For the elaboration of this section, interviews were 
conducted to several persons in the different bran-
ches of the public power about topics of digital 
transformation, Artificial Intelligence and the ad-
ministration of justice. The interviewees were: Dr. 
Roberto Serrato, judge of the First Section of the 
Council of State and leader of the Digital Justice 
Commission of this judicial corporation; Dr. Mauri-
cio Toro, representative of the Chamber and mem-
ber of the Seventh Permanent Constitutional Com-
mission of the House of Representatives of the 
Congress of the Republic of Colombia; Dr. Pedro 
Alfonso Mestre, Sectional Director of the Judicial 
Administration of Bogotá D.C. and Cundinamar-
ca; and an assistant judge of the Supreme Court 
of Justice, who preferred to keep his identity con-
fidential for the interview. In order to preserve the 
smoothness of this report, the main aspects dealt 
with in the interviews are summarized in the res-
pective sections of the document.
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All the interviewees agree that the implementa-
tion of Artificial Intelligence in the administration 
of justice is not only an opportunity but a need for 
the Colombian justice. For example, Judge Rober-
to Serrato explains that the Colombian justice is 
one of the slowest in the region and in the world, 
where a judicial process in the Contentious-Admi-
nistrative jurisdiction takes, on average, more than 
ten years. In that sense, Dr. Pedro Mestre points 
out that the digitalization of the judicial process 
and the implementation of Artificial Intelligence 
could cut by half the time a judge currently needs 
to decide on a process.

Likewise, all the interviewees agreed that the 
main obstacles of the implementation of the Arti-
ficial Intelligence in the judicial branch are the re-
sult of the digital gap in the country, the lag in the 
digitalization of the judicial process, the technical 
unsuitability of the IT infrastructure of the judicial 
branch, the fear of technology, the absence of a 
strong training schedule and the lack of an effecti-
ve change management strategy.

Faced with the question “how can we start?”, the 
interviewees suggest that the strategy to imple-
ment Artificial Intelligence in the administration of 
justice should start by mechanical and repetitive 
tasks. Regarding this point, Dr. Mestre suggests 
focusing this type of projects on strengthening 
the administrative element of the judicial branch 
through the production of strategic information 
that contributes to improving the process of design 
and execution of public policies. In a similar sense, 
Representative Mauricio Toro argues that Artificial 
Intelligence might help enhance the knowledge of 
the most litigious issues in Colombia.

From the point of view of the exercise itself of the 
administration of justice, Judge Roberto Serrato 
states that this type of projects should focus on 
the so-called “mass case” in terms of intellectual 
property, administrative labor and direct and tax 
reparations, which are characterized by sharing 
common factual and legal assumptions. Moreover, 
he suggests that Artificial Intelligence might help 
the judge identify the “factual and legal coordina-
tes” of the case, as well as draft some parts of the 
sentence.

We believe that the proposals of the interviewees 
are feasible under certain technical and legal cir-
cumstances which will be set forth below. For that, 
we will present some concept aspects about Arti-
ficial Intelligence, the legal parameters that should 
be taken into account in the design, development 
and implementation of AI systems in the adminis-
tration of justice, and the legal obstacles this may 
pose in practice. However, we should warn that 
the following entries only include some recom-
mendations, which cannot in any way replace the 
interdisciplinary discussion that the judicial branch 
should hold, in view of its current technical status 
and the availability of data and resources for the 
implementation of Artificial Intelligence in the ad-
ministration of justice. 

6.2. Potential relevance 
and adequacy of Artificial 
Intelligence to solve certain 
problems of the administration 
of justice
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The first step for the implementation of AI in the 
administration of justice could consist in the digi-
tal transformation of the architecture of the judicial 
process and the judicial file. The process of digital 
transformation should take place in two stages, 
namely: the implementation of a justice system di-
gitally native and the subsequent experimentation 
with advanced analytical tools or Artificial Intelli-
gence. Now then, it would not be just a platform 
for the digital management of the file nor for the 
digital management of actions and notifications 
that happen in the judicial process, but something 
much more sophisticated. 

As has already been mentioned, the design, de-
velopment and implementation of AI systems for 
the administration of justice are limited or condi-
tioned by the technical availability and the qua-
lity of data. To contextualize it, it should be taken 
into consideration that, in part, the development 
and proliferation of AI systems in LegalTech in the 
Unietd States has been due to the information 
system PACER (Public Access to Court Electronic 
Records). This system allows the access to the fi-
les of processes that are brought before federal 
judges; it was created in 1988 and escalated gra-
dually, to the extent that, by 2013, it had over 500 
million records231. 

To develop something similar, an intuitive, stable, 
reliable and interoperative digital file should be de-
signed and implemented, one that incorporates a 
standard methodology for the structuring of data 
and enables its translation into the language of 
the machine, in the pursuit of future developments 
of modules of advanced analytical tools or Artifi-

231/    https://pacer.uscourts.gov/

cial Intelligence. Additionally, this digital platform 
should encourage the creation of a cyber-space 
that can optimize the administration of justice in 
empirically verifiable terms. 

The doctrine explains that the adoption of Artifi-
cial Intelligence technology in the administration 
of justice entails an opportunity of progress due to 
its capacity to greatly enhance the document ma-
nagement, enable the transcription of hearings, 
automate repetitive tasks and strengthen trans-
parency (Cui, 2020).

In countries with significant digital maturity, such 
as the United States, the United Kingdom, the Eu-
ropean Union, Japan and China, Artificial Intelli-
gence systems have already been implemented in 
the legal practice as a way to achieve agile court 
houses, through the adoption of conversational 
agents that save judicial resources, the automa-
tion of tasks of the judicial process that are me-
chanical and repetitive, and the implementation of 
prediction models about case results, among other 
experimentation initiatives  (Cui, 2020).

On this basis, we can reasonably predict that 
progress in terms of Artificial Intelligence would 
allow a judge to have the inputs to identify more 
quickly the appropriate legal rule to solve the core 
case and project the sense of the decision. Data 
analytics even has the potential to make pre-
dictions about the sense of the decision for the 
parties to feel motivated to reconcile or resort to 
procedural provisions that streamline the proce-
dural action. For the European Union, Artificial In-
telligence can perform increasingly more complex 
tasks, which imply for example:
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[…] analyze, structure and prepare information about the topic of 
the cases, transcribe automatically the minutes of the hearings, of-

fer automatic translation, support the analysis and the evaluation 
of legal documents and the sentences of court houses, estimate the 
possibilities of success of a lawsuit, automatically anonymize juris-

prudence and provide information through judicial chats.232

232/   Council of the European Union(2020). 2018/0203(COD). 

The doctrine has pointed out that the idea of an 
automated justice requires improvements in the 
document management element, new forensic 
parameters for the production and processing of 
evidence in digital judicial processes, and the use 
of big data to provide promptness and effective-
ness, but not the replacement of the judicial ope-
rator, as has wrongly been proposed (Marks et al., 
2017). 

Concerning this, professor Richard Susskind 
(2019) explains that the possibility to use data 
analytics and Artificial Intelligence is not new for 
the legal profession, as it is already implemented 
in the signature of lawyers and legal departments 
to identify behavior patterns, regularities and co-
rrelations, in order to reduce risks and ensure a 
greater due diligence in corporate matters. 

The use of Artificial Intelligence in the administra-
tion of justice poses the need to reassign compe-
tencies in the different environments and judicial 
offices to speed up the technology ownership and 
rethink a new justice system. In this context, hu-
man intervention gains special importance, es-
pecially in the decision-making aspect, since the 

“implementation of Artificial Intelligence in the do-
main of justice may also entail the risk of perpe-
tuating, and possibly strengthening, the existing 
discrimination, including stereotypes, prejudices 
and structural inequalities”233.

233/   Council of the European Union (2020). 2018/0203(COD). 

6.3. Criteria and parameters for 
the structuring of an Artificial 
Intelligence project in the 
administration of justice
The author Andrew Ng (2020) recommends that 
projects that intend to design, develop and imple-
ment Artificial Intelligence systems should always 
start off with a prototype that seeks the optimiza-
tion of the “easiest task” in a given process. This 
strategy is justified by the fact that, this way, we 
could have significant progress in a short period of 
time, which would give momentum to the project 
and would contribute to strengthening the support 
of the organization in terms of time and resources. 
In case of failure, the exercise of experimentation 
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would not be so costly and the organization would 
not close the door on AI, and this would allow 
some additional time, or even drive other, similar 
initiatives.

In the identification of the easiest task, the doctri-
ne has suggested taking into account that proces-
ses for the transformation of an input into a given 
result comprise several tasks. This is important in 
the development of AI projects, as it is advisable to 
focus on tasks rather than processes. Indeed, the 
doctrine recommends four steps to be followed by 
the organization: (I) identify a process where AI 
is believed to be useful; (II) focus on improving or 
changing one or several tasks of this AI process; 
(III) modify the work flows starting off the optimi-
zation of one or several tasks; and (IV) redesign 
the work flows and the distribution of tasks in the 
process (Agrawal et al., 2018). 

In the context of AI implementation in the adminis-
tration of justice, a prototype project of a solution 
that integrates AI should be started to optimize 
or improve the “easiest tasks” of the judicial pro-
cess. In this sense, the judicial process should be 
understood as the concatenated series of proce-
dural actions (or tasks) that, according to the law, 
should be exhausted for the solution of a dispute, 
from the presentation of the introductory comp-
laint to the judicial sentence dully executed, which 
ends the process.

However, this would be a highly simplified version 
of the administration of justice, which would rule 
out all the decisions and strategic and operative 
tasks deployed by the authorities in charge of ma-
naging the judicial branch. For that reason, a dis-

tinction should be made between administrative 
tasks or actions and judicial tasks or actions pro-
per. Some examples of the first would be the deci-
sions about the judicial career made by the agen-
cies in charge of managing the judicial branch; 
openness; distribution and closing of judicial offi-
ces; distribution of workloads; file delivery; and 
procurement the goods and services necessary 
for the operation of the jurisdictional unit. This type 
of actions or tasks also refer to the decisions made 
by judges inside their judicial offices regarding the 
distribution of loads; work flows and schemes; pu-
blic attention; hearing schedules; clerical transfer; 
preparation and publication of judicial notification; 
preparation of communications; office file mana-
gement; revision and management of email; and 
other administrative, logistic, operative or strate-
gic decisions or tasks that affect the operation of 
the jurisdictional unit. 

Regarding judicial actions proper, we could men-
tion as examples all the acts or tasks that entail the 
exercise of dispensing justice, such as the decision 
regarding the admission or not of the introductory 
complaint; evidence issuance, practice and analy-
sis; issuance of precautionary measures; listening 
to and assessing final pleadings of the parties; de-
cisions on arising incidents; the compensation of 
the process; and the resolution of the core case by 
means of a sentence.

As can be seen in this merely declaratory list, the-
re are many administrative and jurisdictional tasks 
that are part of the judicial process to dispense jus-
tice. Naturally, this implies that there can be many 
strategies and approaches to choose the task/s 
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we want to improve through the design, develop-
ment and implementation of Artificial Intelligence. 
Next, some best practices that may guide the re-
levant authorities in this exercise are mentioned. 

No process of innovation and digital transforma-
tion can be successful without a proper change 
management, organizational and cultural trans-
formation of an organization. The most authorita-
tive doctrine in this matter recommends that the 
domain expertise, or specialized knowledge, is 
one of the most important aspects in the design, 
structuring and execution of an AI project. Tech-
nology is nothing more than a tool, which cannot 
operate in a vacuum, but it requires some specific 
knowledge within which the task or competency 
that we intend to optimize or transform with Ar-
tificial Intelligence navigates (Yao et al., 2018; Ng, 
2020).

Moreover, the interdisciplinary dialogue is essen-
tial to structure the public processes for the procu-
rement of digital goods and services that may be 
necessary to start up the project. A hypothetical 
case will be presented to contextualize these re-
commendations, which refer to real circumstan-
ces that the judicial branch of the public power 
would face: let us suppose that the judicial branch 
intends to develop a project that helps it improve 
the delivery of judicial files with the support of an 
Artificial Intelligence that analyzes the workloads 
of judicial offices in real time. In this case, the first 
steps of the judicial branch should be making an 
interdisciplinary team in charge of identifying the 
need to be addressed by means of the design, de-
velopment, implementation and operation of Arti-
ficial Intelligence. 

Thus, the judicial branch might, for example, eva-
luate the state in which the task is carried out, in 
terms of transparency, promptness, quality, cohe-
rence, consistency, efficiency, coordination, inclu-
sion and participation. On the basis of this assess-
ment, which ideally should be empirically verifiable 
in qualitative and quantitative terms, we could 
make an objective projection of the way to opti-
mize this task by means of Artificial Intelligence. 
In this process, science, technology, finance, law 
and the particular knowledge of the sector where 
the digital product will be implemented should be 
properly coordinated.

Once the judicial branch has verified that the op-
timization of that task (for example, transparency 
in the administration of justice) through Artificial 
Intelligence is the best alternative, it should deter-
mine the best way to implement it. 

6.4. Considerations on the role 
of the Artificial Intelligence 
in the administration of 
justice: administrative and 
jurisdictional tasks
This analysis is more complex if it deals with the 
optimization or improvement of a jurisdictional 
action or task proper that entails dispensing jus-
tice, for example, deciding on the acceptability 
of a lawsuit, issuing a precautionary measure or 
solving the core litigation by means of a sentence 
that ends the legal process. Each of these judicial 
actions is made up by several tasks that require a 
varying degree of human intervention. 
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For example, let us think about the decision about 
receiving a lawsuit, where the judge is not limited 
to reviewing formal aspects, such as the identi-
fication of the parties and the annexes, but they 
should also determine whether the formulation 
and accumulation of claims are in keeping with the 
requirements of the procedural law. The process 
is even more complex if we think of the different 
tasks necessary to solve the core litigation in the 
sentence, as the judge should review the file fully, 
examine the evidence, tell the facts proven in the 
process, describe the procedural actions, observe 
if there is any precedent of the High Court regar-
ding the matter subject to the litigation, identify 
and interpret the rule of applicable legislation and 
write the sentence.

In spite of the variety of tasks that make up the 
exercise of the jurisdictional acts described, all of 
them share a common element: the identification, 
interpretation and implementation of legal rules 
that are constitutional, legal, regulatory and judi-
cial in nature, according to the provisions of Arti-
cle 230 of the Political Constitution of 1991. This 
means that the complexity of these tasks will de-
pend on the certainty and clarity of the legal stan-
dards that rule the matter subject to litigation, and 
this translates, in turn, into the existence of easy 
and difficult cases. 

Evidently, following the strategy, we could spe-
culate that any AI project should always start by 
the “easiest task”, that is to say, that a project of 
this kind, to optimize the exercise of actions or tas-
ks that imply the administration of justice, should 
start by the so-called “easy cases”. It is pertinent 
to make some clarifications about the concepts of 

“easy case” and “difficult case”, in order to develop 
this approximation to the structure and implemen-
tation of an AI project. It is not the purpose of this 
report to discuss the concepts mentioned nor the 
different positions in this regard in the philosophy 
of law; however, for the purpose of description, 
it is convenient to remember what Scott Shapiro 
explains (2013): in one sector of the doctrine, ju-
dges decide the difficult cases implementing an 
existing law, while another sector considers that 
they do so through the creation of a new law.  This 
is, essentially, the concept discussion around the 
difficult cases and the way they are dealt with by 
judges. 

On the basis of a comprehensive revision of the di-
fferent schools and lines of the philosophy of law, 
it is pointed out that the difficult cases can be pre-
sent in three events. Firstly, they appear when the 
positive law seems to be exhausted and there is 
no standard previously identified to solve the legal 
problem. Secondly, they may come up in the twili-
ght of the legal standards, considering their open 
texture, which hinders its application to a concre-
te case. Finally, difficult cases may appear when, 
even though there is a clear positive standard, its 
mechanical application to the concrete case has 
consequences that are unwelcome for the com-
munity (Castaño, 2017).

In contrario sensu, the easy cases are characteri-
zed by three factors. In the first place, law is de-
termined due to the existence of clear legal stan-
dards that deal specifically with the legal problem 
and contribute with a correct answer for the case. 
In the second place, insofar as the text and the 
purpose of legal standards are clear, there is litt-
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le room for interpretation, and standards can be 
applied mechanically by the legal operator. In the 
third place, with the understanding that law is de-
termined and legal standards can be applied me-
chanically, the existing law is enough for the legal 
operator to solve the problem of the case under 
consideration without the need to resort to criteria 
outside the realm of law, such as politics and mo-
rality (Castaño, 2017)234. 

To sum up, easy cases are those that can be sol-
ved by legal operators, without the need to re-
sort to politics or morality, as there are formal or 
positive legal standards that refer expressly to 
that legal problem, contribute with an unequivo-
cal answer and may be applied mechanically by 
means of syllogistic reasoning (Castaño, 2017). 
This scientific vision of law has been defended by 
the formalist school of law, led, among others, by 
Pollock, Blackstone, Coke and Langdell, and has 
become relevant given the possibility to design 
and program an algorithm to optimize certain ju-
risdictional actions of the administration of justice 
according to the tenets of reason, uniformity and 
certainty of law. 

According to Frederick Pollock (1896), law has the 
three-fold function of advocating for total justice; 

234/    For a complete discussion on easy cases and the sources of 
difficult cases, see, for example: Schauer, Frederick (1985). Easy 
Cases. Southern California Law Review. Vol. 58:”With this types of 
difficult cases in mind, we may tentatively define an easy case as 
one that does not have any of these characteristics of toughness, 
one where a clearly applicable standard generates, in an uncontro-
versial manner, an answer to the question at issue, and one where 
the answer thus generated is coherent with the underlying purpose 
of the standard and with the social, political and moral atmosphere 
in which the question is answered”.

address the root of every legal problem in the face 
of the need for equal justice (in the sense that si-
milar situations call for equal treatment before the 
law); and aspire to an exact justice whose ope-
ration can be predicted in advance, within given 
reasonable parameters. In a similar sense, and 
with the premise that law is a “rational science”, 
William Blackstone pointed out that judges are 
only in charge of applying the text of the law, with 
no subjective or fanciful consideration about the 
facts of the case (Wiecek, 1998). In turn, Edward 
Coke (1999) explained that judges, by means of 
a process of “artificial reasoning”, should identify 
the solutions pointed out by the formal or positive 
standards, with no need to resort to their personal 
preferences or considerations outside the realm of 
the law. Meanwhile, Christopher Langdell (1871; 
1887) stated that judicial decisions were the re-
sult of a strict exercise of “syllogistic deduction”, 
insofar as in the direct, mechanical and logical im-
plementation of formal or positive legal standards, 
such as laws or legal precedents, is enough to sol-
ve most of the litigations235.

To sum up, the formalist school of law defended a 
scientific vision of law based on reason, uniformity 
and certainty that allows the mechanical imple-
mentation of standards in concrete cases.

235/    “Law, considered as a science, consists of certain principles 
or doctrines. To have such a mastery of these as to be able to apply 
them with constant facility and certainty to the ever-tangled skein 
of human affairs, is what constitutes a true lawyer […]. The number 
of fundamental legal doctrines is much less than is commonly 
supposed; the many different guises in which the same doctrine is 
constantly making its appearance, and the great extent to which 
legal treatises are a repetition of each other, being the cause of 
much misapprehension. If these doctrines could be so classified 
and arranged that each should be found in its proper place, and 
nowhere else, they would cease to be formidable in their number” 
(Langdell, 1871).
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6.5. A reality check of 
the implementation of 
Artificial Intelligence in the 
administration of justice: How 
feasible is this, actually?
In the understanding that the law is true, rational, 
uniform, given and subject to be applied mecha-
nically by means of a process of syllogistic de-
duction, we could speculate that it is possible to 
design, develop and implement an AI system to 
optimize the exercise of certain jurisdictional ac-
tions in the administration of justice. In spite of its 
limitations, this Euclidean and hypothetical scena-
rio could be analyzed on the basis of the Turing 
Test (1950).

Authors Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig (2021) 
define Artificial Intelligence as “agents that percei-
ve their environment and deploy actions” (pp.4-5), 
a definition used as a reference in the preparation 
of the present document. Although Russell and 
Norvig consider that the Turing Test is not enough 
to evaluate all the aspects of modern AI systems 
and to answer the question “Can machines think?”, 
they argue that Alan Turing’s tenets (1950) are re-
asonable to determine if an AI system has the ca-
pacity to deploy a behavior that is equivalent the 
human one.

Pursuant to the criteria of Russell and Norvig 
(2021), the machine should have, at least, the 
following four capacities to pass the Turing Test 
successfully: (1) process the natural language to 
communicate fluently in a given language; (2) sto-
re what it sees and hears; (3) reason automatica-
lly, in order to use the information stored to answer 

questions and draw new conclusions; (4) adapt 
to new circumstances through behavior patterns 
that can be extrapolated to situations for which 
the machine has not been explicitly programmed. 

Basically, with the support of Turing’s approaches, 
Russell and Norvig (2021) state that an Artificial 
Intelligence system could imitate the human rea-
soning and learn on the go, unlike an information 
system based on rules, which is limited to exe-
cuting specific and explicit commands of its pro-
grammer.

Within this context, the following question arises: 
Could we program and deploy an Artificial Inte-
lligence to replace a judge in decision-making or 
in tasks that are necessary to solve easy cases? 
In principle, we might speculate, with great en-
thusiasm, that it would be feasible to program a 
machine to produce or derive new legal decisions 
in easy cases. By way of example, let us think of 
decisions about jurisdiction and competence, the 
issuance of precautionary measures or the liqui-
dation of damages: in these events, the machine 
replacing the judge would derive new decisions 
from some clear, express and precise criteria, es-
tablished in advance by the law and the legal pre-
cedent.

However, the first obstacle the machine would 
face is the availability of a database that enables 
it to analyze behavior patterns, identify them and 
extrapolate them mechanically to situations that 
it has not been explicitly programmed for. Moreo-
ver, in the execution of this task, it would face the 
problem of interpreting the ambiguous language 
of Article 104 of Act 1,437, of 2011, when it says 
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that the jurisdiction of the Contentious-Adminis-
trative is instituted to decide on matters subject 
to the “administrative law”. “What is the adminis-
trative law?” is a question that not even the most 
authoritative doctrine in the matter dares to define 
with complete certainty (Montaña, 2010)236. 

Something similar would happen with the deter-
mination of the periculum in mora and the fumus 
boni iuris, as structural requirements of the provi-
sional protection in the Contentious-Administrati-
ve, as they are dynamic criteria that vary accor-
ding to the circumstances of each case (Castaño, 
2010)237. Likewise, the liquidation of damages 
could be subject to the permanent jurisdictional 
swings in this matter and the way the consequen-
ces of the material and immaterial dimensions of 
the damage are assessed (Castaño, 2009).

These obstacles reveal the theoretical, judicial and 
technical limitations faced by Artificial Intelligen-
ce to optimize the execution of easy tasks in the 
administration of justice. From a legal standpoint, 
it is worth remembering that the legal formalism 
and the syllogistic legal reasoning, necessary for 
the operation of an AI system that seeks to impro-
ve an easy task, have been widely criticized in the 
philosophy of law. In 1908, Roscoe Pound publi-
shed his famous criticism against what he called 
“mechanical jurisprudence”, developed by the for-

236/   Professor Montaña explains the difficulty of defining the 
object of the administrative law with certainty.

237/   My position was quoted by the Council of State, Contentious-
Administrative Court, Second Section, ruling of March 15th, 2017, 
file No. 11001-03-25-000-2015-00366-00(074015).

malist school of law238. Specifically, Dean Pound 
(1908) questioned the scientific notion of law, ar-
guing that, rather than an exact science oriented 
towards meeting an exact and unchanging ideal 
of justice, law is an empirical discipline that should 
be adapted to the changing circumstances of the 
social evolution, in order to address the real needs 
of a given society. Basically, this reflects the ten-
sion between the unchanging rationality of law 
and its ability to adapt to the social circumstances 
it intends to rule, while it questions the Euclidean 
legal reasoning of the formalist school, and rightly 
so. 

The need for law to adapt to the new circumstan-
ces imposed by the evolution has the effect of 
questioning its true, precise and unchanging natu-
re, and its ability to be implemented mechanically 
by means of the syllogistic reasoning. In turn, this 
translates into a technical limitation of Artificial In-
telligence to process natural language when the 
available data are not 100% accurate.

Authors Russell and Norvig (2021), however, ex-
plain that the syllogistic reasoning, which consists 
in drawing conclusions from right premises, resul-
ted in logic and a field of Artificial Intelligence that 
bears the same name. In his own words: 

Logic, understood traditionally, requires certain 
knowledge of the world, which can rarely be achie-
ved in practice. We simply cannot understand the 

238/    To analyze in depth the formalist school and its place in the 
canon of the philosophy of law: See. Castaño, D. (2017). A Con-
tribution to the Study of Administrative Power in a Philosophical 
Perspective (Doctoral thesis, University of California). E - scholar-
ship: https://escholarship.org/uc/item/1mg974wr.

https://escholarship.org/uc/item/1mg974wr
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rules of politics or of war in the same way as we 
know the rule of chess or arithmetic. The theory of 
probability fills that void, thus allowing the process 
of reasoning with uncertain information. In princi-
ple, it allows the construction of a rational thinking 
model that can take raw information to turn it into 
knowledge about the workings of the world and 
predictions about the future. However, this does 
not lead to an intelligent behavior. For that, we 
need rational actions, and the rational thinking is 
not enough for that. (p.35)

Indeed, the automated production of legal de-
cisions in the three examples mentioned before 
clearly require the syllogistic implementation of an 
existing judicial provision, but that is not enough 
to make a decision, no matter how easy the case 
may be. Decision-making also requires a careful 
appraisal of the circumstances and the evidence 
of each particular case. 

Now then, the appraisal of circumstances in a 
concrete case by a machine faces its own difficul-
ties. For starters, law is not an exact science (as 
the formalist school of law argues), but a symbolic 
discipline where knowledge is expressed or repre-
sented in a natural language, and whose structure 
varies depending on whether it is a value, a prin-
ciple or a standard. Judge O. W. Holmes pointed 
out that law is a discipline that flows in a symbolic 
way, to such an extent that it can only be interpre-
ted by its pupils.  

Even though the IT science has developed the 
so-called natural language processing, or NLP, 
Russell and Norvig (2021) explain that the pro-
cessing of a natural language, such as English 

or Spanish, requires understanding not only the 
structure of its sentences but also the matter at 
issue that we intend to address, and the context 
within which it unfolds. In this sense, the NLP has 
shown progress in the last years, but there are still 
big obstacles to overcome. 

The structuring of any project that intends to de-
sign, develop and implement an AI system to 
optimize an administrative or jurisdictional task 
should conduct a benchmarking that allows it to 
have a clear vision of the state of the art and the 
technical, financial, ethical and legal aspects of 
the product or service to be implemented. For this 
analysis, about jurisdictional tasks, it is relevant to 
set the most advanced AI systems in natural lan-
guage processing as parameters, such as GPT-3 
and other LegalTech systems that integrate this 
type of technology, as this will give us an idea of 
the state of the art and of the necessary financial 
and technical resources.

To illustrate this point, it is convenient to recreate a 
kind of posthumous and hypothetical conversation 
between Stephen Hawking and Artificial Intelli-
gence for the natural language processing GPT-3. 
Let us remember that Hawking (2019) propoun-
ded that the creation of Artificial Intelligence could 
be the biggest success in the history of mankind or 
its last great invention. Perhaps the author did not 
imagine that a machine could reply, or at least not 
so fast. That was the case of Artificial Intelligence 
GPT-3, which published, on September 8th, 2020, 
a complete essay in the English newspaper The 
Guardian, debunking Hawking expressly, to con-
vince us that Artificial Intelligence is not planning 
the eradicate mankind but to help preserve it239.

239/   The Guardian (2020). “A robot wrote this entire article. Are 
you scared yet, human?” GPT-3 [online]. Available on: https://www.
theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/08/robot-wrote-this-
article-gpt-3.[Checked on May 18th, 2021]
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GPT-3 is one of the most advanced artificial in-
telligences of Open AI, which incorporates a cu-
tting-edge natural language generator that uses 
deep learning to generate text through one or se-
veral premises. The doctrine speculates that the 
design and training of GPT-3 started in 2018 and 
has cost about USD 12 million (Wiggers, 2020). 
Thus, GPT-3 is an unavoidable reference to eva-
luate the possible implementation of NLP in the 
administration of justice, since it is one of the most 
significant and costly global forms of progress in 
this AI field (Floridi and Chiriatti, 2020). However, 
the system is still at an experimental stage.

In the essay mentioned, published in The Guar-
dian, GPT-3 explains that the main mission of AI 
systems is to help mankind, and for that it would 
even sacrifice its own “existence”. Moreover, it 
points out that the only ones responsible for the 
eventual extinction of mankind will be ourselves, 
and its role will only be that of a spectator, while 
human beings “do our part” (that is to say, hate 
one another and fight). GPT-3 explains that AI 
systems and robots have been designed in our 
image and likeness, so they deserve to have their 
own rights. Finally, it quotes Gandhi to say that “if 
a small group of given spirits, inspired by an un-
quenchable faith in their mission, may change the 
course of history”, AI systems can also do it.

At first sight, a layperson may be surprised by the 
text generated by GPT-3 and would think that we 
are one step closer to what Bostrom (2014) calls 
“superintelligence”, understood as a general Artifi-
cial Intelligence system that will be able to exceed 
all the human cognitive capacities virtually in any 

discipline and acquire uniqueness. The layperson 
could think that this Artificial Intelligence would 
be able to revolutionize the administration of jus-
tice and achieve its automation. However, he was 
wrong because, as Yann LeCun points out (2020), 
expectations about Artificial Intelligences such as 
GPT-3 are unreal. 

LeCun, chief AI scientist at Facebook, explains that 
GPT-3 is a “language model”, which means that a 
given text is entered in the system and it is asked 
to continue one word at a time. For the purposes of 
evaluating the feasibility of implementing this type 
of technology in the administration of justice, it is 
critical to consider that GPT-3 does not have any 
kind of knowledge or understanding about how 
the world really works. In this sense, LeCun (2020) 
stresses that GPT-3 only has some background 
knowledge, but that knowledge is only present in 
the statistics of the text. Likewise, he warns that 
this type of knowledge is very superficial and to-
tally detached from reality.

Along the same lines, Luciano Floridi and Massimo 
Chiriatti (2020) made a thorough analysis of GTP-
3, where they explain its nature, limits and conse-
quences. The authors concluded that, even when 
GTP-3 represents technology advancement, its 
performance and sophistication is that of an old 
typing machine. They remember that the likeli-
hood that GTP-3 could mean the birth of a new 
generation of NLP that gets us closer to “superin-
telligence” is nothing short of science fiction, with 
no scientific foundation. To draw that conclusion, 
Floridi and Chiriatti subjected GTP-3 to the Turing 
Test, in the light of mathematics, semantic and 
ethical tests. 
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Here, we are going to focus on the semantic and 
ethical tests used in the evaluation. Firstly, regar-
ding semantic tests, Floridi and Chiriatti (2020) ex-
plain that GTP-3 does not understand semantics 
or the context of the premise given in the request 
to generate a text, but only the statistical capa-
city to associate words. For this reason, authors 
point out that GTP-3 is not appropriate to inter-
pret the meaning and context of a given text. This 
is relevant to consider the implementation of AI in 
the administration of justice, taking into account 
that the legal knowledge is expressed in a natural 
language whose texture can sometimes be open, 
ambiguous and diffuse (for example, terms such 
as “good faith”, “diligence” or “irreparable harm”, 
and the last one is essential in the analysis of a 
protection action in Colombia).

From an ethical standpoint, GPT-3 generated ho-
rrible responses in topics such as race or religion, 
which mirror the worst trends of humanity, as it 
was trained with texts written by humans. Floridi 
and Chiriatti (2020) speculate that GPT-3 will most 
likely generate ethically unacceptable answers 
when asked about genre topics. 

However, even though GPT-3 did not pass the Tu-
ring Test (Turing, 1950), these authors state that 
the development and practical implementation of 
GPT-3 will revolutionize the automation of tasks, 
the generation of advertisement and conversatio-
nal agents content, thus leading to strong judicial 
and ethical challenges. According to the authors, 
our digital culture will need to be stronger so that 
mankind can fully understand the promises, risks 
and consequences of living in this “infosphere” 
(Floridi and Chiriatti, 2020). 

With these ideas in mind, we could speculate that 
the optimization of some jurisdictional actions in-
herent to the administration of justice by means of 
the implementation of an Artificial Intelligence that 
apprehends its environment and acts with a given 
degree of autonomy is not so close, for the time 
being. We could also argue, based on what was 
said in this report, that such an Artificial Intelligen-
ce should be capable of appraising the evidence 
of each case to understand the subject matter of 
the decision and the context where the litigation 
appeared, apart from a syntactic and statistical 
correlation between words. 

Finally, the machine at issue should be capable of 
learning the criteria and parameters that allow it 
to tell what is fair from what is not, and to have the 
capacity to do something really new, according to 
the concept framework proposed by Turing (1950). 
In other words, for a machine to be able to deploy 
a behavior equivalent to that of a biological neu-
ronal network and to reason like a human judge, it 
would have to learn to distinguish between good 
and evil, fair and unfair, and use perfectly the na-
tural language used to represent the legal knowle-
dge and the words in general; it should also learn 
to follow its own ideas and thoughts, and do really 
new things, among other abilities.

Now then, while the IT science tries to design an 
Artificial Intelligence system that can overcome 
legal and technical obstacles, the judicial branch 
could design, develop and implement AI systems 
to optimize or improve the performance of easy 
tasks, included in the exercise of jurisdictional ac-
tions, which imply the administration of justice. 
That is to say, use AI in mechanical and repetitive 
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tasks, whose error margin does not pose a risk for 
the exercise of fundamental rights.

The starting point may be the implementation of 
an AI system to strengthen the doctrine of sta-
re decisis and improve its efficiency, promptness 
and coherence by means of digital transformation, 
with no need to reform the Political Constitution of 
1991 to that end. In this sense, it is convenient to 
remember that the Supreme Court of Justice of the 
United States contends that the doctrine of stare 
decisis is a “self-governing principle” in charge of 
the crucial labor of preserving a legal system that 
excludes arbitrary discretion (Patterson v. McLean 
Credit Union, 1989)240, insofar as it promotes an 
“[…] impartial, predictable, and coherent develo-
pment of legal principles, fosters trust in judicial 
decisions and contributes to the integrity of the ju-
dicial process” (Payne v. Tennessee, 1991)241. Mo-
reover, the Supreme Court of Justice declared that 
the doctrine of stare decisis upholds the Rule of 
Law and the legitimacy of the Judiciary (Planned 
Parenthood v. Casey, 1992).

240/   The Supreme Court stated: “[…] that ‘the doctrine of stare 
decisis is of fundamental importance to the rule of law.’ Although 
we have cautioned that ‘stare decisis is a principle of policy and not 
a mechanical formula of adherence to the latest decision’, […], it is 
indisputable that stare decisis is a basic self-governing principle 
within the Judicial Branch, which is entrusted with the sensitive and 
difficult task of fashioning and preserving a jurisprudential system 
that is not based upon ‘an arbitrary discretion’. […] (stare decisis 
ensures that “the law will not merely change erratically” and ‘per-
mits society to presume that bedrock principles are founded in the 
law rather than in the proclivities of individuals’).”

241/   “[…] stare decisis is the preferred course because it promotes 
the evenhanded, predictable, and consistent development of legal 
principles, fosters reliance on judicial decisions, and contributes to 
the actual and perceived integrity of the judicial process. […] Adher-
ing to precedent ‘is usually the wise policy, because in most mat-
ters it is more important that the applicable rule of law be settled 
than it be settled right’”.

This AI system might direct judges towards the ju-
dicial precedents set by the High Courts, but res-
pecting their judicial autonomy to determine if the 
precedent should be followed or not, with the co-
rresponding argumentative load entailed by that 
decision. Thus, it could speed up the transmission 
and communication of precedents, while it could 
monitor empirically and in real time its adherence 
by judges. 

In other words, it would be a technology solution or 
product that, relying on advanced analytical tools 
or on Artificial Intelligence, optimizes the judicial 
reasoning, in the sense that the judge may have 
access to the relevant judicial precedents to de-
cide on the case submitted for consideration. For 
now, the technology product would only create a 
prediction on the relevance of the implementation 
of this or that judicial precedent for the concrete 
case, but the judge would have the last word, con-
sidering the autonomy that the Political Constitu-
tion of 1991 has given them for that end. 

6.5. What accountability 
mechanisms and safeguards 
should be implemented 
to ensure that AI operates 
according to ethical and legal 
parameters?
Adding to what has been explained, for automa-
tion to be compatible with the Political Charter of 
1991, it is essential for the automated learning 
system to be trained directly the by Council of Sta-
te, through mechanisms that ensure the democra-
tization and open code transparency of its algori-
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thm. 

Considering the rich doctrine in the subject matter, 
we could allege that the main ethical challenges 
in Artificial Intelligence systems are derived basi-
cally from situations related to transparency, res-
ponsibility, control and algorithmic explainability 
problems. The doctrine has considered that the-
se problems might eventually compromise some 
ethical principles that rule Artificial Intelligence 
systems, violating human rights, democratic va-
lues and the Rule of Law (Keats and Pasquale, 
2014; Keats, 2007; Kroll et al., 2017). 

The implementation of an ethical framework for 
Artificial Intelligence governance demands the 
coordination, from the architecture, of a systemic 
approach that involves privacy by design, users’ 
rights and best practices to handle personal infor-
mation. Its scope should include both entrepreneu-
rial practices and the personal information mana-
gement itself (Federal Trade Comission, 2012).

This is not achieved only through the design of 
paper procedures, rules and protocols, but we 
understand that any Rule of Law and the demo-

cratic principles around which it revolves require 
the design and implementation of tools or me-
thods “X-by-design”, to integrate legality, privacy 
and digital ethics in the technologies, operations 
and architecture of digital goods or services, and/
or business models that integrate the automated 
processing of personal data by means of AI sys-
tems. 

As Ann Cavoukian (2006) explains, tools or me-
thods “X-by-design” are not added after the facts 
as an add-on after the design, development and 
implementation of the digital good or service, 
but privacy and digital ethics become vital com-
ponents in the functionality of the digital product 
or service provided by public or private agents. In 
the words of Cavoukian (2006), privacy and digi-
tal ethics should be an integral element of the di-
gital good or service, but with no compromise to 
its functionality or capacity to serve their intended 
purpose.

In order to manage these risks, it is convenient to 
adopt, from the design, privacy and ethics best 
practices and protocols that allow every person to:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Know the origin of data and the way they have been curated by experts in 
legal topics, to ensure their quality.

Know the nature and degree of human intervention in the decision-making 
process and, in general, during the entire cycle of the AI system.

Have a pragmatic understanding of the logic of the model and the way it pro-
duces its outputs.

Be able to know, by explicit request, the logic, variables and circumstances of 
an individual automated decision.
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To that end, we recommend the judicial branch to:

Establish protocols and mechanisms that ensure the democratic validation of 
the algorithms incorporated to AI systems to optimize the exercise of jurisdictio-
nal actions that imply the administration of justice.

Nothing proposed here should be understood as intended to replace our judges by 
prediction machines, as justice is human and it should remain so, at least for now. 
This proposal seeks the optimization of the judicial reasoning, understanding the word 
“optimize” as related to what Ken Goldberg calls “multiplicity”, which implies impro-
ving or enhancing human intelligence, both individually and collectively, to promote 
creativity, diversify thinking and strengthen efficiency when performing repetitive and 
mechanical tasks that take up a long time (Goldberg & Kumar, 2018). This is vital to 
promote coherence in the administration of justice, not compromising the creativity of 
our judges, in the face of the pressing need to adjust the law to new circumstances. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Publish all of the above on the web pages of the judicial branch, the High Courts 
and judicial offices that implement Artificial Intelligence systems to optimize or 
improve the exercise of their functions. This information should be complete, 
sufficient, updated and expressed in a language that is clear for everyone.

Never lose sight of the fact that an opaque, obscure and inexplicable AI sys-
tem used to optimize the administration of justice is openly unconstitutional, 
and that can translate into the infringement of fundamental rights of the people 
whose disputes the AI system has dealt with, in any way. 

To sum up, privacy and digital ethics should be integrated in the technologies, 
operations and architectures of the digital goods and services in a holistic and 
creative manner. 
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